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INTRODUCTION
Blank Faces

The Invisible Audience
While performance art has a long history stretching back to the early 20th century, since
the 1960s it has gained increasing visibility in the art world as part of what author and curator
Adrian Heathfield terms “the drive to the live.”1 Such art presents exciting possibilities for
curators, artists, and scholars alike, literally bringing art to life. Like the difference between a
stage play and a movie, in performance art, as opposed to more traditional and static media, the
element of uncertainty and spontaneity means that each performance is different and that
meaning is constructed in a direct interaction between artist and audience. As Heathfield asserts,
“the use of the artist’s body has been brought to question the relation between self and other,”
leading to an “exploration of this relation across the performer-spectator ‘divide.’ This divide is
precisely what performance puts into question, interrogating the often unspoken contract that
exists between the two parties, and the ethical, moral, and political notions upon which it is
founded.”2 This statement expresses both the power of performance art as a medium that
directly engages its audience and a significant gap in the scholarship on performance art: just
who are these “spectators,” and how do they affect the work’s meaning?
Such a question is difficult to answer, given the ephemeral nature of performance and the
impossibility of capturing a performance completely through film or photography. Of course, a
study of every individual who views a performance and how his or her identity interacts with and
shapes the piece is impossible and unproductive. What is necessary, however, is a closer look at

how artists take their audiences into consideration before and during a performance; in short, a
theory of the audience as material.
Many scholars point out the particular value which performance art has in examining
identity politics. As pioneering performance scholar RoseLee Goldberg states, “Performance [. .
.] provides incomparable material for examining contemporary viewpoints on such issues as the
body, gender or multiculturalism.”3 She continues,
Even the most favored terms of current critical theory journals – the “gaze” and the
“Other” – imply action. Distance must be traversed between the gazer and the object,
and between the “Other” and the “same.” This restless motion, back and forth, between
variously depicted realities and across a thin divide between high culture and popular
entertainment, is best captured in performance art, which retains a tentativeness that
allows the obsessions of our cultural moment to seep from its edges.4
In critical theory, however, analysis focuses on both the “Other” and the “same,” examining how
these identities are constructed in relation to one another as well as the consequences of that
relation on both parties. Scholarship on performance art must consider the relation between
artist and audience, particularly in work dealing with identity, in a similar manner. The audience
must be examined as part of a mutually constructive relationship, and as such, changes as the
other half of the equation, the artist, changes as well.

Public Access
“Performance art” is such a diverse medium, with performances taking place in artists’
studios, in museums, in theaters, and on the street, that it is problematic to theorize as a whole.
Some performances include highly produced special effects, elaborate costumes, and intricate
settings, while others involve artists engaged in simple, everyday actions and might go unnoticed
by unsuspecting passers-by. Each work entails different performance conditions and a different
type of relationship between artist and audience, depending on the degree of interactivity
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permitted, social context imparted by the space, and overall message of the work. An
investigation of performance art as a whole, then, is far beyond the scope of this project and does
not account for major differences under the expansive umbrella of “performance art.” Here I
will limit my analysis to performance art in public space.
Of course, “public space” is another blanket term for a broad range of spaces, both actual
and conceptual, and brings its own set of complications. Some definitions, then, are required. In
defining “public performance art,” I use as my starting-point artist Suzanne Lacy’s designation
of “new genre public art.” Lacy, in her excellent collection Mapping the Terrain: New Genre
Public Art, defines new genre public art as “visual art that uses both traditional and
nontraditional media to communicate and interact with a broad and diversified audience about
issues directly relevant to their lives [which] is based on engagement.”5 Emphasizing the
importance of interactivity and audience engagement, Lacy quotes artist Jo Hanson in saying
“Inherently public art is social intervention.”6
While Lacy and the other authors whose work she collects in her book make great strides
in defining a type of public art that engages the audience, they still use the term “audience” in a
vague manner and do not analyze the difference in audiences from work to work. Lacy criticizes
late modern art for its uncritical assumption that the art audience was “largely white, middleclass, and knowledgeable in contemporary art.”7 She then describes how, as public art has
developed and grown, the audience has become more important and more individualized. Artists
who work in public and who engage their audience “[bear] witness to an identifiable person or
group,” which “challenges the monolithic image of the audience that has been enshrined in the
value systems and criticism of late modern art.”8 In this new work, with the audience now
identifiable and specific, “[t]he content of the artwork defines its audience groupings, as does the
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venue. These influences are reciprocal, with choices of venues affecting the content as well,
amounting to a more fluid and process-oriented approach.”9 While she seems to be moving
toward a more specific analysis of “the audience,” however, she merely suggests that these
artworks are more accessible to more people, engaging a very active audience, but still ignores
the importance of the audience as a key part of the works’ meaning and as an element of the
performance carefully considered by artists. This paper begins where she leaves off, examining
the specific ways in which artists engage their audiences. To do this, I will look at how artists
conceptualize the space in which they perform.
Public space has long been the focus of theorization in a variety of disciplines.
Geographer David Harvey argues that each social order develops its own construction of space
and time, and that these constructions are “deeply implicated in processes of social
reproduction.”10 Public space, as the physical manifestation of the ruling social order, becomes
the site of social protest: “the storming of the Bastille or the gates of the U.S. embassy in
Teheran, the striking down of the Berlin Wall, and the occupation of a factory or a college
administration building are all signs of attack against an established social order.”11 Engaging
with public space, then, allows artists to engage with the social structures underlying that space.
In doing so, the artists call attention to hidden oppressive practices which structure interactions
in public space; at the same time, they problematize and subvert the ruling order which allows
and perpetuates those practices.

Overview
This paper is structured in three chapters, each examining a particular artist or group of
artists through the lens of a theory of public space, in an attempt to demonstrate that each artist
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conceptualizes public space in a certain way, and that each artist’s concept of public space
shapes the ways in which he or she enters and interacts with the public in that space. While this
study is by no means exhaustive, and while, as in any theoretical project, it involves some degree
of essentialism, I have tried to choose artists and theorists which I feel are representative of a
larger trend in public performance art. I have also tried to avoid the trap of fitting each artist
neatly into a theoretical box, and accordingly use each theorist’s work, as I mentioned above, as
a lens, a means of guiding my analysis, rather than as something causal which directly influences
or exactly describes the artwork in question.
Chapter one investigates the work of the Situationist International, a pan-European
artists’ collective in the early 1960s which attempted to overcome what it saw as the
commodification of society. With the view that society had degenerated into “mere
representation,” the Situationists attempted to overcome this spectacle, eliminate passive
consumption and spectatorship, and activate the people. To understand how the Situationists
viewed society, as well as how they chose their modes of intervention, I will examine them
through the work of German social philosopher Jürgen Habermas. His influential book The
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere describes the formation of a critical public
sphere in which individuals joined to engage in rational-critical debate; however, this sphere has
been lost in an age of capitalism, consumerism, and media saturation. The Situationists viewed
society in a similar manner, and attempted through their work to spark debate and to create a
critical mass of resistance to the spectacle.
In chapter two I will examine the work of Austrian artist Valie Export, “one of the few
European artists dealing with feminist issues” in the late 1960s.12 Unlike the Situationists, who
saw society as a monolithic whole dominated by the spectacle, Export viewed public space as
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divided, with women subjected to the dominant male social order. She uses the female body as
her point of departure, examining it as it is objectified under the masculinist gaze. In her
performances Export entered public space as a female body, inviting the audience to objectify
her voyeuristically, yet in each performance she subverted this relationship, denying viewers
mastery over her body and reclaiming agency. To understand Export’s view of public space and
her role in it, I will apply the work of art historian, urban and feminist theorist Rosalyn Deutsche,
who criticizes Habermas and other materialist theorists for studying public space as shaped by
economics and class distinctions alone, ignoring other identity issues like race, gender, and
sexuality. Deutsche focuses on the construction of woman as an image, and on the ways in
which this construction is echoed in masculinist theories of public space. I will also apply Laura
Mulvey’s film theory, which takes up in greater detail the “woman as image” problem. Through
these two theorists I will demonstrate that Export sees structures of viewing as active within
public space, working to objectify and dominate the female body, and inserts herself into public
space as a way to thwart and problematize these viewing structures.
In my final chapter I will move from feminist to postcolonial theory, examining Two
Undiscovered Amerindians Visit…, a performance by Guillermo Gómez-Peña and Coco Fusco.
In their performance the artists address similar issues to those targeted by Export, but in terms of
race and colonial dominance rather than gender. Playing with the history of ethnographic
display, exhibiting “exotic natives” for the entertainment of Western audiences, Fusco and
Gómez-Peña also insert themselves in public space as the Other, also inviting the audience to
objectify them, and also reclaim agency by turning their gaze back on the audience. Homi
Bhabha’s theories of stereotype and the uncanny, as well as his definition of a new and more
fluid public space in which strict national boundaries dissolve, allow a close examination of the
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strategies Fusco and Gómez-Peña employed in public space to expose and challenge the
colonialism that continues today, albeit in more discreet and hidden forms.
In each of these three cases, the artists attempt two opposing goals: first, to expose certain
hidden oppressions or elisions in the dominant social order, and second, to become a force of
resistance, undermining that order. Heathfield describes this opposition in relation to the
performer’s body, in which the body functions “as a site of contestation between two opposing
dynamics: as a passive recipient of inscription by social institutions, cultural discourses,
ideologies and orders of power, and as an active agent through which identity and social relation
may be tested, re-articulated and re-made.”13 The Situationists become “passive recipients”
through the dérive, allowing the city to take them where it will, while Export, Fusco, and
Gómez-Peña, by stationing themselves in public space as the objectified Other, invite audiences
to occupy traditional voyeuristic positions of viewing. Each artist or group of artists then
subverts, defies, or problematizes these dominant structures; the Situationists by avoiding
totalizing images of the city in favor of the fragmented dérive and by appropriating images from
the dominant culture, subverting them through détournement in new contexts; and Export, Fusco,
and Gómez-Peña, by returning audience members’ gaze and, in asserting their physical presence
in a space, by denying audience members the distance necessary to achieve mastery through
objectification. In each of these three cases, audience members occupy a central role in the
creation of meaning, and so merit further investigation as key elements in, rather than spectators
of, the performance.
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CHAPTER 1
The Situationist International: Creating a Public, Not an Audience
The spectacle is the stage at which the commodity has succeeded in totally colonizing social life. Commodification
is not only visible, we no longer see anything else; the world we see is the world of the commodity.
- Guy Debord1
Long live nothing! You’ve perhaps heard of this gadget that caused a sensation in the United States last month, and
which had the peculiarity of being useless. Well, you will be interested to learn that this extraordinary object – a
cubical box encrusted with electric light bulbs that can light up in any direction – was such a success that it sold out
completely and is impossible to find any more. And yet the “Nothing Box” cost nearly forty dollars (more than 200
francs).
- Elle, 8-2-632

Introduction
What, exactly, is the Situationist International? Is it an artists’ collective? A group of
political radicals? What did they do? Was it performance art? Installation? Social theory? The
answer – to all of the above – is yes. The difficulty in classifying the Situationists and their
activity is a testament to their success as a group, able to defy classification and sterilization by
the art world. No matter how one categorizes the Situationist International, however, one thing
remains clear: they focused above all on public space, engaging the city in thought-provoking
and innovative ways. What exactly is the Situationist view of the city, however? How do they
conceive of public space, and of themselves within that space? Jürgen Habermas, a social
philosopher and contemporary of the Situationists, developed a more historically situated model
of the public sphere as it evolved over time. His ideas about the current state of the public bear
striking resemblance to Situationist theories of public space, though he has never been studied in
relation to their work. Applying Habermas’ model of the public to Situationist writings and
activities allows for a new understanding of the Situationists’ mission.
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The artists of the Situationist International took public performance art to a new level,
effectively living life as one continuous performance piece. In an era before identity politics,
they targeted not one specific public but the public as a whole. Their mission was nothing short
of a complete overhaul of society, its values, and its space. The group formed from the
fragments of previous revolutionary artists’ collectives including CoBrA; the International
Movement for an Imaginist Bauhaus (MIBI), a splinter group from CoBrA; and the Lettrist
International (LI).3 Both CoBrA and the LI traced their roots back to Surrealism, and the
Situationists continued in this tradition, adding their revolutionary agenda to Surrealist ideas of
psychic environments.4 Formed in 1957 in Coscio d’Arroscia, Italy, original members included
Ralph Rumney, from the London Psychogeographic Committee; Guy Debord, from the Lettrist
International; Michèle Bernstein; Asger Jorn; Walter Olmo; Giuseppe Pinot-Gallizio; Piero
Simondo; and Elena Verrone, from MIBI.5,6

Diagnosis: The Society of the Spectacle
The SI was a truly international group, with members from Sweden, Italy, Holland,
Germany, France, England, Belgium, and Algeria.7 They remained connected through annual
conferences and a journal, Internationale Situationniste, published in Paris once or twice a year
and edited by Debord.8 The journal was a small-scale publication not distributed through any
major media channels, in keeping with the Situationists’ extreme distrust of the media and of
established society in general.9 Their mission was the overthrow of what Debord, in his 1967
book of the same name, dubbed “the society of the spectacle.”10 As the name implies, the
society of the spectacle is based on superficial experiences; it provides cheap thrills, but no
lasting fulfillment. The spectacle is, according to Debord, “the visual reflection of the ruling
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economic order.”11 It “is not a collection of images; it is a social relation between people that is
mediated by images.”12 According to the SI, as a result of rampant consumerism following the
industrial revolution, directly lived experience had been replaced by the spectacle.
The Situationists thought that the spectacle had reduced actual living to a mere
representation and that everyday life had lost its spontaneity and excitement. In the words of
Situationist Ivan Chtcheglov: “A mental disease has swept the planet: banalization. Everyone is
hypnotized by production and conveniences — sewage systems, elevators, bathrooms, washing
machines.”13 Debord writes that society is marked by a “scarcity of free time and scarcity of
possible uses of this free time.”14 He describes society in general as “a colonized sector,” and “a
kind of reservation for the good savages who (without realizing it) make modern society, with
the rapid increase in its technological powers and the forced expansion of its market, work.”15 In
other words, those wielding power in society keep the masses intentionally ignorant of their true
and oppressed state so that they continue to produce and consume the goods that keep capitalist
society humming.
In the society of the spectacle, those at the top of the economic food chain slowly and
subtly engineered the replacement of unmediated happiness and entertainment with
consumerism, creating perceived need through advertising and then filling that need. According
to Debord, earlier stages of the spectacle involved a shift in focus from experience, or being, to
ownership, or having.16 In the next phase of the spectacle, the economy succeeded in its total
takeover of social life. This new combined sphere lent a social value to ownership, so that the
point of having something was not mere possession but the appearance created by possession.17
The right car, for instance, or a home decorated a certain way, conveys a message about the
owner, and buyers choose products based on how those products make them appear. As
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Jonathan Crary puts it, “sign value takes precedence over use value.”18 An object, then, is more
valuable for what it represents than what it does. The end result of this transformation, according
to cultural critic Greil Marcus, is that “[c]onsumption had come to define happiness and to
suppress all other possibilities of freedom and selfhood.”19 According to Chtcheglov, to redefine
happiness and restore freedom “[i]t has become essential to provoke a complete spiritual
transformation by bringing to light forgotten desires and by creating entirely new ones. And by
carrying out an intensive propaganda in favor of these desires.”20
Though Debord paints a bleak picture of society, he and the Situationists saw the
spectacle as defeatable. Division of labor and the increasing scale of production meant that
workers had less connection with the commodities they produced. The “big picture” was
reserved for executives in control of the system. “The triumph of this separation-based economic
system,” wrote Debord, “proletarianizes the whole world.”21 Debord, a Marxist, thought that the
system had produced a vast proletariat, creating conditions ripe for revolution. This revolution to
completely overthrow society was possible, yet needed some impetus to set it off. Chtcheglov’s
“complete spiritual transformation” involved both the exposure of the spectacle for the sham it
really was and the invention of new games to replace the spectacle and encourage a renewed
sense of play. In accomplishing the former, the SI hoped to show everyday people that their
lives were devoid of direct experience and happiness. They thought that once the public realized
that it lived in an age of bread and circuses designed to keep it passively consuming, it would
revolt, demanding a more satisfying and enriching life.
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The Sociological Spectacle
The Situationists’ diagnosis of society as spectacular accurately describes the current
condition, but does not explain when and how the spectacle emerged. Situationist writings are
also vague as to how society’s constituent parts contribute to or detract from the spectacle. In his
book The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962), Jürgen Habermas attempts to
map the various structures forming what he calls the bourgeois public sphere and then to
describe the gradual eroding of this sphere into something Debord would surely recognize as the
society of the spectacle. Applying Habermas’ model to Situationist theories of society provides
a timeline for the spectacle’s development as well as a more detailed description of who controls
and who is controlled by the spectacle.
Habermas attempts to chart society’s transformation historically, explaining what went
wrong and what has been lost. He begins by describing the origins of the bourgeois public
sphere and the changing notion of publicity, both of which developed in tandem with capitalism.
Before the bourgeois public sphere, the concept of publicity existed solely in the ruling class.
Only the king or feudal lord was a public figure, holding power and representing that power to
his subjects. They, in turn, functioned as a sort of audience.22 The king, though an ordinary
human, embodied the power and glory of his office and his land in much the same way that a
Byzantine icon represents not only an image of the saint but also the power and holiness of the
saint herself. Aiding in this representative publicity were signifiers of kingship; for example,
coats of arms, purple robes, and titles like “Your Majesty.”23
This representative publicity began to evolve into the bourgeois public sphere as
capitalism emerged in the fourteenth century, beginning in “early capitalist” Florence and slowly
gaining currency.24 Countries began to take greater interest in trade as it grew into an ever larger
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international phenomenon, supplying political and military resources to support and protect its
interests.25 The state required more money to manage its growing bureaucracies, and so, says
Habermas, a widespread system of taxation developed.26 With these new offices and institutions
reshaping the state, most noticeably during the era of nationalism beginning in the 18th century,
the type of representative publicity common in the Middle Ages eroded. In its place, the public
sphere as we understand it today, in the sense of “public sector,” emerged. Habermas defines
this new public sphere as follows:
Public authority was consolidated into a palpable object confronting those who were
merely subject to it [. . .]. “Public” in this narrower sense was synonymous with “staterelated”; the attribute no longer referred to the representative “court” of a person
endowed with authority but instead to the functioning of an apparatus with regulated
spheres of jurisdiction and endowed with a monopoly over the legitimate use of
coercion.27
Public authority transferred from one individual who displayed representative publicity to the
“apparatus” of the state.
The media as we know it today grew out of these socioeconomic changes. Habermas
describes how newspapers came about as a byproduct of trade when merchants began publishing
their own industry papers to communicate with each other around the world. They began to
produce these papers commercially once they realized the opportunity for profit.28 Eventually
the new state authorities, attempting to solidify their power in an era of rising nationalism, used
the newspapers to disseminate laws, policies, and other information.29 Once the state began to
address the people directly, according to Habermas, “the addressees of the authorities’
announcements genuinely became ‘the public’ in the proper sense.”30 Habermas here uses
“public” to refer not to the realm of the state, as in “public authority,” but to the “public sphere.”
This public sphere is a conceptual space in which private citizens form a coalition “to compel
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public authority to legitimate itself before public opinion.”31 Anything upon which public
opinion passed judgment then gained publicity.32
Though they existed in separate spheres, the public and private sectors often overlapped,
and these intersections created tension and conflict. Economic activity was largely the realm of
the private sphere, yet the state had a huge interest in the economy and needed to intervene to
regulate trade and other commodity-related activities. While factory owners and laborers
belonged to the private sphere, the state controlled the bureaucracies which established and
regulated free markets, levied taxes, and, in one example cited by Habermas, prohibited
consumption of bread on Friday nights during a wheat shortage.33 Because of the tension
between the overlapping public and private spheres, the private sphere began to take on a critical
role in opposition to the state, watching and commenting on its policies and activities. This was,
according to Habermas, the most important function of the bourgeois public sphere: its ability to
engage in rational-critical debate, serving as a force to check the public sphere’s power.34 This
debate took place in coffeehouses and salons, beginning as a discussion of art and literature and
later gaining a political dimension.35
As capitalism continued to gain footing around the world, the line between public and
private realms became more blurred. The media played a key role in this transformation, as
newspapers became “the gate through which privileged private interests invaded the public
sphere”: in other words, private economic interests began to influence the flow of news and
information.36 Rather than serving the people as a public, it served the business interests of a
few private individuals.37 Thus private individuals, who once came together to form a public,
began to be manipulated by private interests. Rational-critical debate eroded as a result: where
before newspapers dealt in “the transmission and amplification of the rational-critical debate of
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private people assembled into a public, now conversely this debate gets shaped by the mass
media to begin with.”38 In losing this critical capacity, Habermas’ bourgeois public sphere began
its transformation into the society of the spectacle.
As the media’s function began to change, new industries developed which pushed the
trend further. Habermas notes that advertising replaced pricing as the main means of
competition among companies – now it is about who has the fanciest ad versus who has the best
product at the lowest price. He writes that products are “all the more difficult to compare with
one another in terms of economic rationality the more their exchange value is codetermined by
the psychological manipulation of advertising.”39 This psychological manipulation worked quite
well, as advertising had the greatest effect among lower social classes who “through their style of
consumption were trying to elevate themselves at least symbolically.”40 Debord wrote that in the
society of the spectacle real life degenerated into mere representation, and as Habermas shows,
this degeneration occurred once advertising began to privilege perception and appearance over
economic and practical concerns. 41 Advertising, then, brought about the replacement of use
value with sign value.
Habermas reserves his worst criticism for public relations, which he terms “opinion
management.” Where Debord writes of the spectacle manipulating people and encouraging them
to consume, Habermas describes how the public relations industry infiltrates society and erodes
rational-critical debate. Rather than targeting a private individual as a consumer who might
benefit from a product, public relations seeks to sway public opinion as a whole. For Habermas,
this is a devious operation, since “[t]he sender of the message hides his business intentions in the
role of someone interested in the public welfare.”42 Since the public sphere previously consisted
of private people using their reason for common good, “public opinion” had great weight. If an
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idea or policy gained favorable publicity, it was in effect given a public stamp of approval. The
opinion managers appropriate the reasoning and sanctioning function of the public sphere, using
the form but not the content of public rational-critical debate to legitimize their products. 43 They
create the illusion of a freely formed public opinion to generate more press and more revenue.44
The result is that certain products or companies seem to have “a quasi-political credit, a respect
of the kind one displays toward public authority.”45
Members of the public act as consumers but feel that their actions serve the greater good
or make a political statement; for example, people buy organic products because they feel they
are supporting the environment and their family’s health. While this perception of organic items
as more healthful and eco-friendly might be partly true, it is largely the result of carefully
targeted public relations and advertising campaigns. These advertisements rarely give specifics;
the public relations efforts have succeeded to such an extent that the word “organic” has
associations of healthiness and environmental consciousness attached to it; in other words, it
appears attached to those ideas, whether or not it is in reality.
The result of these changes was what Habermas terms the “refeudalization of society”:
the return of representative publicity as in the middle ages. Where once publicity involved
“exposure of political domination before the public use of reason,” now it “adds up the reactions
of an uncommitted friendly disposition.”46 The public once used reason to debate the actions of
the state, facing and challenging those in power to act in its interest. Now, in an age of complete
media saturation, advertisers and opinion managers effectively put on a show for the public in
the same way a feudal lord wore elaborate clothes and jewels to signify his power and ensure the
loyalty of his vassals.47 The bottom line, writes Habermas, is that “[n]onpublic opinions are at
work in great numbers, and ‘the’ public opinion is indeed a fiction.”48
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Advertising and public relations dealt the final blows to rational-critical debate, allowing
for the replacement of political topics with discussion of products and the replacement of
function and economic value with appearance. Debord and the Situationists thought the
spectacle created a public well-trained to passively consume, lulled into believing they were
happy and fulfilled. Habermas agrees, describing “the culture of harmony infused into the
masses,” and points to increasingly omnipresent advertising, “the soft compulsion of constant
consumption training,” as the source of this new culture.49 Habermas’ spectacle is more concrete
and more economically motivated than Debord’s, engineered by various companies, carried out
through advertising and public relations, and designed to move more products. The result,
however, is the same: the poverty of everyday life, erosion of real leisure time, and creation of a
passively consuming mass of people who no longer use their reason as a counterbalance to state
power.

Space as Spectacle
While Habermas focused his attention on the lack of rational-critical debate among the
public, the Situationists looked to public space itself as the largest manifestation of the spectacle.
In his essay “Between Space and Time: Reflections on the Geographical Imagination,”
geographer and social theorist David Harvey notes that “[a]lthough concepts of space and time
are socially constructed, they operate with the full force of objective fact and play a key role in
processes of social reproduction.”50 He then offers as a general principle the idea that each
ruling order or type of society constructs its own concepts of space and time to serve its
particular agenda; these concepts are then treated as objective fact, shaping society as a whole.51
The Situationists’ focus on the city makes sense in this light, since, as Harvey writes, ideas of
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space and time are always challenged in any process of social change.52 One cannot attack
communism itself – where is it? – but one can tear down the Berlin wall.53 Similarly, the
spectacle itself is everywhere and nowhere, so the most direct battleground becomes the city
itself. If the society of the spectacle involved particular constructions of space and time,
overthrowing the spectacle would involve constructing a new type of space and time.
Constructing new concepts of space and time involved a two-part strategy. The first
phase involved diagnosing the spectacle’s effect on the city, while the second phase involved
inventing what Debord called “a new species of games” to bring about “a revolution in
customs.”54 The Situationists, in other words, wanted first to determine how people interacted
with the city in the society of the spectacle and then to develop new modes of interaction, leading
to their own construction of space. They felt that altering how people move through and interact
with their surroundings would “broaden the nonmediocre portion of life” and “reduce its empty
moments as much as possible.”55 The Situationists’ theory and practice of the dérive and their
development of psychogeographic maps both illustrate this dual approach to diagnosing and
overthrowing spectacular space.
The dérive or “drift” was a practice first developed by the Lettrist International. It was “a
technique of rapid passage through varied ambiences” according to Debord in his 1958 article
“Theory of the Dérive.”56 Unlike a normal walk, those attempting a dérive would drift through
the city, paying particular attention to what the Situationists, using another Lettrist term, called
“psychogeography.” In the first volume of Internationale Situationniste the Situationists define
psychogeography as “[t]he study of the specific effects of the geographical environment
(whether consciously organized or not) on the emotions and behavior of individuals.”57 The SI’s
debt to Surrealism is clear in the parallel between the dérive and automatic drawing, both of
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which attempt to short-circuit logic. Where automatic drawing brings unconscious drives and
desires to the surface, in the dérive, what emerges is the city’s psychogeographic pull. Debord
describes the process of dériving and the city’s psychogeographic influence on the dériver in
“Theory of the Dérive”:
In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and
leisure activities, and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let
themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there.
Chance is a less important factor in this activity than one might think: from a dérive point
of view cities have psychogeographical contours, with constant currents, fixed points and
vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or exit from certain zones.58
The dériver uses herself as the subject of study, noting how the city affects her emotions and
behaviors. In this way the dérive functions as a study, accomplishing the first, diagnostic portion
of the Situationist attempt to redefine space. The dérive also incorporated the second phase,
inventing new uses for space, by encountering the city on a spontaneous basis and not according
to any map.
In “Theory of the Dérive” Debord describes this dual function. He first cites an earlier
study by French sociologist Paul-Henry Chombart de Lauwe charting the movements of a
Parisian student for one year. The student’s movements form “a small triangle with no
significant deviations, the three apexes of which are the School of Political Sciences, her
residence and that of her piano teacher.”59 Debord calls this an example “of a modern poetry
capable of provoking sharp emotional reactions (in this particular case, outrage at the fact that
anyone’s life can be so pathetically limited),” and declares that such data “will undoubtedly
prove useful in developing dérives.”60 In this example the dérive shows the limits placed on an
individual’s life by the spectacle, limiting freedom of movement and the possible uses of one’s
time.
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Describing the second, constructive function of the dérive, Debord writes that dérivers
will “let themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there,”
enjoying spontaneous moments of non-spectacular life.61 Opposed to the pervasive oppression
of capitalism, the Situationists saw the dérive as a vital tool of opposition. According to urban
theorist and historian Tom McDonough, “[t]he dérive as a pedestrian speech act is a
reinstatement of the ‘use value of space’ in a society that privileges the ‘exchange value of
space’ – its existence as property.”62 Using the city in this way constituted, for the SI, defiance
of the spectacle by refusing to view the city as consumable.
These twin functions of the dérive – defiant and diagnostic – are illustrated in
psychogeographic maps like The Naked City (1957, Fig. 1). These maps show the emotional and
mental rather than physical topography of a place, demonstrating how the spectacle works on
individuals but also suggesting new uses of the city. In this latter capacity, psychogeographic
maps are a first step toward constructing a new Situationist space.
The Naked City consists of nineteen fragments cut from the Plan de Paris and connected
by a series of red arrows.63 The map’s subtitle labels it an “illustration of the hypothesis of
psychogeographical turntables.”64 The fragments are not arranged to scale or in relation to actual
geographic location; rather, each fragment represents a specific “unity of atmosphere,” to borrow
a phrase from Tom McDonough.65 In his essay “Situationist Space,” McDonough points out that
the word “turntables” in the subtitle (from the French plaque tournante) usually refers to railway
turntables.66 In the context of The Naked City, the red arrows function as the turntables,
describing, in the words of Situationist Asger Jorn, “the spontaneous turns of direction taken by a
subject moving through these surroundings in disregard of the useful connections that ordinarily
govern his conduct.”67 Like turntables, the arrows link the various “unities of atmosphere”
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represented by the map fragments while setting the subject on a fixed course.68 The comparison
to a locomotive illustrates the Situationists’ idea of how a place’s psychogeography operates on a
subject; as McDonough writes, “although self-propelled, the locomotive’s path is determined
within strict boundaries, just as, for the situationists, the subject’s freedom of movement is
restricted by the instrumentalized image of the city propagated under the reign of capital.”69

Figure 1. Guy Debord, The Naked City, 195770

While psychogeographic maps like The Naked City show the ways in which cities can
manipulate people, illustrating fixed paths like that taken by Chombart de Lauwe’s student
subject, they also defy the scopic view of a normal city plan by showing a fragmentary and
temporal view of the city.71 The dériver, to repeat Jorn’s words, pays no attention to “the useful
connections that ordinarily govern his conduct,” making a statement of defiance through his
“pedestrian speech act.”72 Psychogeographic maps, limited to the movements of individuals
passing through the city, reinforce this idea of the pedestrian, denying the viewer or dériver any
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sense of mastery or totality while with the arrows signifying a temporal progression through
space.73 Comparing The Naked City to the Plan de Paris, the standard map of Paris,
McDonough writes that “The Paris of the Plan exists in the timeless present [. . .] Users of the
map see the entire city laid out before their eyes; however, such an omnipresent view is seen
from nowhere [. . .].”74 Psychogeographic maps like The Naked City attempt to show a userspecific guide to the city as it actually is, rather than an impossible totality, emphasizing actual
lived experience and spontaneous activity rather than a scopic whole. With this type of map,
suggesting a new way to view space, the Situationists began to suggest an alternative to the
spectacle’s construction of space and time.
Psychogeographic maps represent an important step toward a new Situationist
construction of time and space, yet they remain only a first step. The SI’s ultimate goal was a
utopian ideal called, in another term borrowed from the Lettrist International, unitary urbanism.
Unitary urbanism involves combining all cultural production and activity to create a unified
environment.75 Ideally every part contributed to and was integrated into the whole, like cogs in a
giant machine. Debord, summarizing in his essay “Toward a Situationist International,” called
unitary urbanism “the use of the whole of arts and techniques as means cooperating in an integral
composition of the environment.”76 This use of all arts and techniques went beyond projects like
Frank Lloyd Wright’s integration of architecture with furniture and landscape design. In the
same essay, Debord wrote that “[u]nitary urbanism must control, for example, the acoustic
environment as well as the distribution of different varieties of drink or food. It must take up the
creation of new forms and the détournement of known forms of architecture and urbanism.”77
Like The Naked City and other psychogeographic maps, a unitary urbanist city would involve
unified pockets which Debord called “districts,” each with its own “force field” or “harmony.”78
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Chtcheglov proposes that “the districts of this city could correspond to the whole spectrum of
diverse feelings that one encounters by chance in everyday life,” including a “Bizarre Quarter,” a
“Happy Quarter (specially reserved for habitation)” and a “Noble and Tragic Quarter (for good
children).”79 Inhabitants could choose their location based on their mood, and their main
activity, says Chtcheglov, would be a continuous dérive through the districts.

The Disappearing Public
As we see from these examples, for the Situationists, public space embodied the social
order of the spectacle, a social order which they sought to overthrow. As a result, most of their
ideas and writings focus on the city as the site of activity. What of the people in the city,
however: where does the public itself fit into Situationist theory and practice? Once again,
Jürgen Habermas’ Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere provides a useful lens through
which to view Situationist theory, since he focuses his attention on phenomenon of the public
itself.
The old “liberal bourgeois” public weakened under rising capitalism as society became
increasingly infiltrated by the media and public relations. Habermas summarizes the situation as
follows: “Intelligent criticism of publicly discussed affairs gives way before a mood of
conformity with publicly presented persons or personifications; consent coincides with good will
evoked by publicity.”80 As in feudal times of representative publicity, the public sphere becomes
a passive audience before whom the media parades people and products to gain approval, rather
than a critically debating body which grants or denies approval based on its internal debate.81
Increasing bureaucracy in government meant that business previously done in the open
turned inward and became the domain of closed-door agencies and committees. These groups
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did not need or want public debate influencing their decisions, yet because society retained some
of its former structure the legitimizing function of the old bourgeois public sphere remained
necessary. According to Habermas, these groups did their business internally, but this business
“requires public credit – whether to transform such consent into political pressure or, on the basis
of this toleration, to neutralize political counterpressure.”82 Since the public as a spontaneously
forming group of private citizens no longer existed to give its consent, media organizations
fabricated a public to garner consent for their products and ideas. As Habermas writes, “[. . .]
occasions for identification have to be created – the public sphere has to be ‘made,’ it is not
‘there’ anymore.”83 This noncritical public sphere was used for its ability to grant a person or
idea “political credit,” manipulated to support political decisions while barred from the actual
decision-making process.84
The loss of critical publicity and its substitution with this publicity of display – what the
Situationists would call spectacular display – turned arguments “into symbols to which again one
can not respond by arguing but only by identifying with them.”85 As Debord writes in Society of
the Spectacle, “The spectacle presents itself as a vast inaccessible reality that can never be
questioned. [. . .] The passive acceptance it demands is already effectively imposed by its
monopoly of appearances, its manner of appearing without allowing any reply.”86
One sees this type of noncritical publicity in effect today in the way in which political
parties use certain key issues to “mobilize the base;” for example, abortion and gun control as
symbols for the conservative agenda. The public at large does not attempt to debate these issues
to form any sort of consensus; rather, they are wielded by parties and candidates to bring out
voters who might otherwise stay home or to frighten voters away from other candidates. Here
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again issues are paraded in front of the public for approval or disapproval, but never debated
within the public to form consensus or any sort of critical opinion.

Picking Up the Pieces
Despite the public’s apparent disappearance, Habermas remains hopeful that it can be
resurrected. Some remnants of critical public opinion remain, but do not function as a genuine
public opinion. What is lacking is the public itself, as Habermas makes clear, citing the work of
American sociologist C.W. Mills (1916-1962) who separates a true public from a mass. Mills
writes that in a public, an organized communication system exists so that the public may express
opinions against the state and may take action. The public’s agency is unhampered by
institutional authorities, meaning a public has the power to act and to check the activities of the
state.87 Without these features, the “public” becomes a mass. Masses lack autonomy and, as a
result, agency. A mass does not express many opinions of its own; rather, it receives information
passively from the mass media.88 The media, as an incredibly organized and pervasive body,
presents opinions to which the unorganized individuals of the mass can have no response, since
any one individual deciding to speak out against the mass media would not be heard. A mass is
not autonomous of institutional authority but pervaded by it, ensuring that any opinions
presented are in line with institutional or state objectives.89
Within the transformed public sphere, Habermas identifies several types of opinion, none
of which fulfill the criteria of a public opinion but all of which have the potential to do so. He
points first to “informal opinion,” meaning personal, nonpublic opinions held by private citizens
but not expressed in any organized manner.90 This informal opinion is opposed to formal
opinion, which is institutionally authorized.91 In addition to nonpublic or informal opinions,
there is a sphere of “quasi-public opinion.”92 This sphere consists of formal opinions “that
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circulate in a relatively narrow circle – skipping the mass of the population – between the large
political press and, generally, those publicist organs that cultivate rational debate and the
advising, influencing, and deciding bodies with political or politically relevant jurisdictions.”93
While these opinions do involve rational-critical debate, since they come from within decisionmaking institutions, they remain institutionally authorized, hence formal opinions. They may
reach a large audience but never reach the nonorganized mass as a whole, and so never develop
into any sort of public communication system.94 Since these organizations and institutions allow
internal rational-critical debate, they are said to contain intraorganizational public spheres.95
Returning to Mills’ definition of a public versus a mass, Habermas writes that a mass
exists when the formal and informal domains are linked through manipulative or staged
publicity; in other words, when the sphere of formal opinion engineers consent from the
masses.96 In this case, says Habermas, “the nonpublic opinions are then integrated through the
“publicly manifested” ones into an existing system; in relation to this system the nonpublic
opinions are without any autonomy.”97 This is the situation which Habermas sees in the
transformed public sphere, and it is also what the Situationists describe in the spectacle: a mass
of nonorganized individuals passively consuming and passively receiving information from
organized institutions.
Habermas sees only one way to restore agency to the nonorganized mass, changing it into
a public: linking the quasi-public opinions within intraorganizational public spheres to informal,
nonpublic opinions.98 This process might already be underway, as some private people belong to
parties and special interest groups. If these organizations have an internal or intraorganizational
public sphere open to all members, not just the higher echelons of the association, “there exists
the possibility of a mutual correspondence between the political opinions of the private people
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and that kind of quasi-public opinion.”99 The intraorganizational public spheres provide the
organization and structure necessary for private people to join together into a public, allowing
them to discuss and debate their once privately held opinions collectively. Habermas concludes,
tentatively but hopefully, that this connection of private people through political parties and
special interests is at present insignificant, and that we are unable to tell if this is an increasing or
decreasing trend. Nevertheless, this model of public opinion “provides the criteria for a
dimension in which alone public opinion can be constituted under the conditions of a large
democratic state committed to social rights.”100

Situationist Solution: Creating a Public
SI activities are in this sense designed not to engage or challenge the public but to create
a public from the mass. As we have already seen, in the society of the spectacle, in a mass, and
in the social-welfare state, acceptance and agreement are engineered, and individuals are not
permitted to respond to or challenge institutional authority. It is useful here to remember
Debord’s description of the spectacle as “a vast inaccessible reality that can never be questioned.
[. . .] The passive acceptance it demands is already effectively imposed by its monopoly of
appearances, its manner of appearing without allowing any reply.”101 In a public as opposed to a
mass, however, individuals do question authority. Opinion leads to action and people in the
public are autonomous, untouched by the institutions which invade everyday life in a mass
spectacular society. 102 Overthrowing the spectacle, then, means the conversion of the passive
mass of society into a true public and a rejection of the spectacle’s repeated reassurances that
“[w]hat appears is good; what is good appears.”103 Looking at Situationist practice in this light
shows what role the public – or lack thereof – played in their work.
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In the attempt to reinstate rational-critical debate, the Situationists often deployed a
technique called détournement (“diversion”), originally developed by the Lettrist
International.104 Détournement involves removing something – an object, image, film, or text –
from its original context, leading to “a consequent destabilization and recontextualization
through rupture and realignment.”105 In one specific example from Internationale Situationniste
volume 11, the Situationists détourn an advertisement for Eurmig home movie cameras (fig. 2).
A young woman, her back to the audience, looks seductively over her shoulder at the movie
camera she holds in her hand. Lips slightly parted, eyes downcast, her sultry appearance lends
its own meaning to the accompanying French text, which reads, “I love my camera because I
love to live: I record the best moments of life and revive them at will in all their richness.”106 In
IS, this image is accompanied by another text added by the Situationists and titled “The
Domination of Life by the Spectacle,” which explains how this advertisement illustrates the
spectacle’s appropriation of time:
This advertisement for Euring cameras (summer 1967) evokes very well the petrification
of individual life that has reversed itself into a spectacular economy: the present can now
be lived immediately as memory. Time is submitted to the illusory order of a
permanently available present and, through this spatialization of time, both time and life
have been lost together.107
Taken from its original context, the advertisement becomes an illustration of the spectacle as
well as a wake-up call to any consumer who might see the détourned image, since what seems at
first glance to be a wonderful sentiment – this camera allows me to vividly relive my favorite
memories! – turns into a rather sinister view of time under the spectacle. This ad literalizes
Debord’s statement that “[e]verything that was directly lived has receded into a representation,”
as the young woman in the ad equates what she films with her life.108 Rather than directly
experiencing life, her existence is mediated by a video camera, and she expresses delight at the
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ability to relive her favorite memories in all their richness rather than wanting to form new
memories through new experiences. The “best” moments of her life are actually recorded
representations.

Figure 2 “I Love My Camera Because I Love to Live,” 1967109

The Situationists called détournement a “powerful cultural weapon” and a form of
“proletarian artistic education” since it is inexpensive, easily disseminated, and self-reflective.110
Activities like détournement provided a dissenting voice among the placated and mediatized
masses, attempting to inject some critical reflection into their midst. In its original, nondétourned form, the camera advertisement promises to amplify joie de vivre, making the best,
richest moments of life that much richer and more lively. Additionally, it promises to extend the
joy associated with one specific moment or memory, allowing users to relive happy memories at
the push of a button. As Habermas, quoting Mills, writes, in a mass “the community of publics
becomes an abstract collection of individuals who receive impressions from the mass media.”111
This ad is designed to give a strong impression of a carefree approach to life where all the best
moments are preserved forever, to be lived again and again. The impression here is that this
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passionate approach to life, this joie de vivre, comes from the camera itself and not from any
direct activity on the part of its owner.
The détourned image, on the other hand, subverts this idea in several ways. First, the mere
fact of its placement in the IS, a journal whose anti-spectacular agenda could not be more clear,
subverts and changes its meaning. Rather than boldly proclaiming the joy of owning this
camera, which is the same as the joy of a life filmed by said camera, the ad in its new context
becomes self-reflective. Reconsidered in the context of an anti-spectacular discourse, the ad
begs the question: Is loving a camera the same as loving to live? How rich are these “best
moments” if you can’t step out from behind the camera to fully participate in your own life? The
recontextualized image shows the degeneration of real life into mere representation. Adding a
text section, “The Domination of Life by the Spectacle,” emphasizes this point and makes the SI
position explicit, showing exactly how the ad demonstrates the spectacle at work: it devalues
lived experience, turning time into “a permanently available present.”112
This détourned advertisement aligns more with Mills’ definition of a public in which public
communications are organized such that one may effectively respond to publicly expressed
opinions, opinions formed from public discussion result in action, and the public remains
autonomous from the state. While the Situationists certainly still lived in the society of the
spectacle, they attempted as much as possible to distance themselves. Here, they refuse to accept
the advertisement’s spectacular message, choosing instead to respond to and take action against
the spectacle, thus asserting their independence from its influence. The SI hoped to extend this
critical response beyond itself, placing this and other détourned images in the public sphere
through their journal and asking other members of the mass to take a closer look at media images
which bombarded them daily. By questioning the rationales behind the spectacular premises of
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these advertisements, responding to the formal opinions handed down to them rather than
passively accepting the messages they were fed, ideally people would be converted from a mass
of disorganized individuals to an organized, critically communicating public.

A Situationist Audience?
While Situationist activity certainly seeks to form a public from a mass, does it also seek
an audience? The answer depends on whether or not SI activity can be classified as
performance, and is, like the rest of Situationist practice, dialectic in nature. Their work can be
considered a performance, in the sense that they engaged in specific actions outside of the
normal activities that make up everyday life; for example, the dérive. Author and curator Adrian
Heathfield calls the Situationist International one of the sources of performance art, writing that
performance has “its beginnings in modernist movements such as Futurism, Dada, and
Situationism.”113 The Situationists “performed” out-of-the-ordinary activities, however, because
to them daily life was a performance under the spectacle, a mere going through the motions
without exhibiting real agency. In this sense their “performances” are actually anti-performative,
and, to them, the only way to experience real living. In the society of the spectacle, everyone is a
spectator, and this spectatorship is precisely what the Situationists fought against. Any audience
they sought would be not an audience per se, passively spectating and thus becoming part of the
spectacle, but a group of active participants; in other words, other performers. Debord, writing
in 1957, summed up the role of the audience in SI work as follows:
The construction of situations begins on the other side of the modern collapse of the idea
of the theater. It is easy to see to what extent the very principle of the theater –
nonintervention – is attached to the alienation of the old world. Inversely, we see how
the most valid of revolutionary cultural explorations have sought to break the spectator’s
psychological identification with the hero, so as to incite this spectator into activity by
provoking his capacities to revolutionize his own life. The situation is thus made to be
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lived by its constructors. The role of the “public,” if not passive at least a walk-on, must
ever diminish, while the share of those who cannot be called actors but, in a new
meaning of the term, “livers,” will increase.114
In yet another dialectic aspect of their practice, the Situationists welcomed an anti-audience of
participants, hoping to build a critical mass of “livers” in opposition to the spectacle.

Conclusion
The Situationists developed an insightful critique of modern capitalist society, describing
“the public” as a passive mass and creating strategies for resistance. They remained entirely true
to their objectives, and consequently never developed an “audience” or an art-world following,
explaining the relatively small body of work produced about them. Taking a new look at their
work in relation to Habermas’ model of the public sphere allows a clearer understanding of their
ultimate goal. The overthrow of “the spectacle,” seen in this way, means reinstating rationalcritical debate in order to create an active and critical public.
During the 1960s, however, the idea of the “public” began to change, seen through the
new lens of identity politics. Responding to liberation movements in Africa and Asia and to the
U.S. Civil Rights movement, the Second Wave of the feminist movement emerged and gained
momentum, with Linda Nochlin, Griselda Pollock, Lucy Lippard, and others challenging the idea
of “the public” as a unified whole.115 Debord’s statement that “it is one and the same society –
marked by alienation, totalitarian control, and passive spectacular consumption – that
predominates everywhere” was no longer an acceptable view.116 Asserting themselves as
individuals rather than generic members of “the public,” feminist artists and theorists began to
look more closely at public space: who is allowed in, who is left out, and why?
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CHAPTER 2
Valie Export: Moving Pictures
[. . .] Feminist Actionism shall free men’s products, that is, women, from their thing-character. [. . .] Feminist
Actionism seeks to transform the object of male natural history, the material “woman,” subjugated and enslaved by
the male creator, into an independent actor and creator, subject of her own history. For without the ability to express
oneself and without a field of action, there can be no human dignity.
- Valie Export1
Who am I? Well, allow me to introduce myself: I am Honore Lachaille. Born: Paris. When: [laughs] not lately. This
is 1900, so let's just say not in this century. Circumstances: comfortable. Profession: lover, and collector of beautiful
things. Not antiques mind you, younger things.
-

Maurice Chevalier as Honoré Lachaille, Gigi (1958)2

Introduction
While Jürgen Habermas and the artists of the Situationist International created a cohesive
critique of public space and society, the growing feminist movement of the 1950s and 60s raised
a voice of critical opposition to a strictly materialist understanding of public space. Valie
Export, a feminist performance artist working in Europe in the late 1960s, was one of these
voices, demonstrating how the female body is subject to the masculine gaze in public space. She
conducted a series of performances which she called “expanded cinema” in which she
investigated the connections between woman as an image on a movie screen and woman as an
image in public space.
The problem of woman as image is central to the work of urban and feminist theorist
Rosalyn Deutsche. In her book Evictions (1996), she argues for viewing all space as a
representation. Feminist theory concerns itself with the image and with representation, as well as
with structures of looking, and Deutsche examines these ideas as they apply to public space. She
also takes materialist theorists of public space to task for ignoring alternate viewpoints within
public space and focusing on economic relations as the sole organizing factor in society.
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Looking at Deutsche’s theory of public space along with Laura Mulvey’s feminist film theory
allows a clearer understanding of the hierarchy of vision, particularly as it operates in public
space, which Export sought to undermine in her expanded cinema work.

Excess Material
Theorists who use only Marxist theory to analyze public space, according to Deutsche,
“conceive of society as an impartial totality integrated by an economic foundation. They believe
that a single antagonism – class – embodies the antagonistic character of the social totality.
Consequently, only one theory – Marxism – can adequately account for social relations of
subordination.”3 Basing a social critique, as the Situationists did, solely on capitalist and
consumerist practices creates a picture of society in which problems and inequalities result from
economic structures alone. The following statement by Guy Debord demonstrates this unilateral
viewpoint perfectly:
Despite occasional differences in its ideological and juridical disguises, it is one and the
same society – marked by alienation, totalitarian control, and passive spectacular
consumption – that predominates everywhere. One cannot understand the coherence of
this society without an all-encompassing critique informed by the opposing project of a
liberated creativity, that is, the project of the dominion of all men over their own history
and at all levels.4
Deutsche attributes this type of critique to a longing for a unified society; an attempt to make
sense of the chaos of global capitalist life.5 Assuming the position of a subject who, much like
Michel de Certeau’s observer atop the World Trade Center, has an overall view of society and
stands in a position of mastery, the theorist sees society as a coherent whole and is able to easily
point to its problems. Constructing this unified theoretical space requires the theorist to view
public space through one lens – Marxist – while ignoring decentering theories like feminism and
postcolonialism.6
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Seen in this light, the Situationist ideal of unitary urbanism, which “first becomes clear in
the use of the whole of arts and techniques as means cooperating in an integral composition of
the environment,” is not only impossible but is actually dangerous: it necessitates coercion,
suppression of alternative views, and a totalitarian structure in order to ensure a complete unity
of environment. As Deutsche writes, “The perception of a coherent space cannot be separated
from a sense of what threatens that space, of what it would like to exclude.”7
Similarly, Deutsche criticizes Habermas for displaying a “homogenizing tendency” in
constructing just this type of essentialist model of public space. While his public sphere is “in
principle open and accessible to all,” she takes issue with the idea of “a singular, unified public
sphere that transcends concrete particularities and reaches a rational – noncoercive –
consensus.”8 She also takes issue with Habermas’ categorization of the public sphere as “lost,”
arguing that his longing for the restoration of this public sphere is really a longing for the return
of a sphere unmarked by difference. This open sphere never existed; rather, the public sphere
has always been a closed domain.9 As cultural critic Bruce Robbins asks, “‘For whom [. . .] was
the city once more public than now? Was it ever open to the scrutiny and participation, let alone
under the control, of the majority?. . . If so, where were the workers, the women, the lesbians, the
gay men, the African Americans?’”10 Even though Habermas does not advocate for the return of
the public sphere exactly as it once existed, realizing that it was based on a premise of exclusion,
he still thinks that bringing the public sphere back in an open, accessible form would solve the
problem. Deutsche counters this by arguing that not just the old bourgeois public sphere but any
public sphere which attempts to achieve a unified consensus must be “an illusion maintained by
repressing differences and particularities.”11
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The Phantom of the Public Sphere
In place of Habermas’ unified public sphere, Deutsche puts forth an analysis of the
democratic public sphere, citing the work of French philosopher Claude Lefort. Rather than a
unified sphere in which citizens debate to form consensus, the democratic public sphere is a
space of inherent conflict as groups debate the meaning of society, proclaim their own rights, and
challenge exercises of power. Deutsche’s description of the democratic public sphere comes
from Lefort’s analysis of “the phantom public sphere,” described as a phantom because it has no
fixed location. Lefort traces the transfer of power from a single individual to “the people,” an
event coeval with the Declaration of the Rights of Man.12
After this shift, which Alexis de Tocqueville calls “the democratic invention,” the idea of
“society” as a cohesive unit under a hierarchical structure eroded significantly. Previously, the
abstract concept of “power” was contained in and signified by the person of the king, and
guaranteed by a higher power like “God, Supreme Justice, or Reason.”13 This structure of
dominance, applied to society from above, allowed an understanding of society as unified:
dominated by an outside power, society defined itself in relation to that power; in other words,
society was that which was ruled by the king.14 Once power shifted to “the people,” however,
“the unity of society becomes purely social and susceptible to contestation.”15 Deutsche
summarizes the resulting conundrum as follows: “Democracy, then, has a difficulty at its core.
Power stems from the people but belongs to nobody.”16 Society, no longer defined by an
external authority, must undergo a process of self-definition, an unending progression of debate
and conflict.
In the absence of any specific location of power external to, and hence unifying, society,
“the democratic invention invents something else: the public space.”17 Deutsche cites Lefort in
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defining public space as “the social space where, in the absence of a foundation, the meaning and
unity of the social is negotiated – at once constituted and put at risk.”18 Public space, then, is
defined by this debate over the meaning of the social. As such it “implies an institutionalization
of conflict as, through an unending declaration of rights, the exercise of power is questioned [. .
.].”19 Rather than a unitary body built on the premise of consensus formation, public space is
built on ideas of conflict and debate, with groups or individuals continually declaring their rights
in opposition to those exercising power or to other groups who might be impinging on those
rights.
This instability, built into the structure of public space, creates a vulnerable situation for
individual subjects.20 As a space of conflict and debate, and as a structure in which power is
always somewhere else, public space does not allow anyone a position of complete mastery.
Individuals seeking this position are always open to challenge in a democratic public space.
Deutsche explains, “In the phantom public sphere, man is deprived of the objectified, distanced,
knowable world on whose existence he depends and is presented instead with unknowability, the
proximity of otherness, and, consequently, uncertainty in the self.”21
As a response and a defense against this openness and uncertainty, or as Deutsche
describes it, “a denial of the subject’s immersion in the openness of public space,” the masculine
subject – whether a theorist claiming perfect understanding of society as a whole or an individual
moving through public space claiming a position of power – creates a fictionally cohesive
representation of public space. To maintain a sense of mastery, he constructs a unified society
which “closes the borders of the very space that to be democratic must remain incomplete.”22
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The Feminine Critique
In constructing public space as a representation, these totalizing theories enter the
territory of feminist critiques of vision and representation. Deutsche illustrates the process of
turning the city into an image which can be mastered through her critique of David Harvey’s
1989 book The Urban Experience. She takes Harvey to task for constructing exactly this type of
totalizing representation, applying feminist theories of vision to question and undermine his
construction. While she directs her critique at Harvey specifically, her argument provides a
general understanding of the problems inherent in constructing this type of representation, as
well as an understanding of the larger problems inherent in denying the status of these
representations as such by claiming that they describe “reality.” Deutsche ultimately
demonstrates that all public space is defined by conflict, positionality, and subjectivity.
In his introduction, Harvey champions the “God-like vision of the city” seen from above,
saying that this view “allows us to become, if only for a while, ‘voyeurs.’”23 He begins to
acknowledge the problems in creating a total view of a city, understanding that each “seeing eye”
brings with it a set of assumptions, biases, and desires. Ultimately championing the view from
on high, however, he dismisses this more critical standpoint since, “no matter what the
associations and aspirations, a special satisfaction attaches to contemplating the view on high, for
we have seen the city as a whole, taken it into our minds as a totality.”24 Rather than question
the implications of this “special satisfaction,” Harvey continues to celebrate this voyeuristic
view, even describing it as a heroic, almost Herculean struggle: “the construction of a vantage
point from which to see urban processes and from which to ‘possess the city in imagination’
involves us, however, in the hardest of intellectual labors.”25 For Harvey, such labors are vital to
understanding our identities as humans.26
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Deutsche challenges Harvey’s uncritical description of the voyeuristic view, arguing that
he accepts it too easily as a satisfying and natural stance to take. In his introduction Harvey
references Michel de Certeau’s “Walking in the City,” which he uses to compare this birds’-eye,
voyeuristic perspective to the street-level pedestrian view. Though Harvey states that both the
voyeuristic and the pedestrian viewpoints are “real enough,” Deutsche returns to de Certeau to
challenge this idea.27 Rather than regarding the voyeur’s perspective as a valid way to observe
the whole city, understanding it as a complete unity, de Certeau “thinks that the coherent image
of the city is more like an optical illusion.”28 That illusion of wholeness and mastery requires
oppression and exclusion to remain intact, a point which Harvey overlooks.
The “optical illusion” created by the masculinist subject allows that subject to feel that he
is separate from the city and that, by rising above the city, he can claim mastery over it.
Deutsche describes this darker side of the voyeuristic perspective as “[d]istancing, mastering,
objectifying – the voyeuristic look exercises control through a visualization that merges with a
victimization of its object.”29 Considering the controlling and objectifying elements implicit in
this type of viewpoint, it comes as no surprise that Deutsche ultimately describes Harvey’s point
of view as “a specifically modernist model of vision [. . .] with a function: establishing a binary
opposition between subject and object, it makes the subject transcendent and the object inert,
thus underpinning an entire regime of knowledge as mastery.”30 This establishing of a binary
opposition between subject – the individual theorist – and object – the city – makes the city into
a finite entity which can be can be mastered. Representing the city as an object functions as an
antidote to the anxiety caused by the democratic or “phantom” public sphere discussed earlier,
where power rests with “the people” but cannot be claimed by any one individual. Assuming a
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voyeuristic viewpoint allows the subject to simultaneously deny his status as part of this sphere
and claim a position of dominance.
The problem with representations of the city like Harvey’s is that they “[treat] the image
of the city as a mere reflection or distortion of the ‘real’ city or as an object that either reveals or
disguises underlying spatial realities.”31 As Deutsche points out, however, in “framing” the city
a certain way these images enter into a mutually constructive relationship with the viewer, since
“[a] landscape [. . .] is an object framed for, and therefore inseparable from, a viewer.”32 How
the viewer chooses to visualize the city determines how she positions herself in relation to it and
how she interacts with it, which in turn determines her self-image and behavior. As a result, any
process of image-forming or visualization goes beyond a mere representation of some external
reality, entering into the construction of that “reality” itself. Put another way, as Deutsche
describes postmodern analyses of the image,
critical work on images [. . .] rejects the definition of representations as mere
appearances opposed to, and devalued by contrast with, “reality.” [. . .] what is
commonly called reality – social meanings, relations, values, identities – is
constituted in a complex of representations. No founding presence, unconditional
source, or privileged ground guarantees the authority of meanings constituted apart from
discursive interventions.33
Representations, then, do not simply describe reality; rather, they participate in its creation.34

Woman on the Street
Considering both the objectification involved in voyeuristic views of the city and the
status of reality as composed of interrelated and intersubjective representations, Deutsche makes
a compelling case for the critical importance of feminist theory in analyses of public space:
If the image of the city is indissolubly bound up with vision and therefore with the
subjectivity of viewers and if, as the metaphor of voyeurism makes clear, vision is
mediated by fantasy and implies relations of power and sexuality, then urban analyses
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can no longer ignore what are in fact the constitutive elements of images and landscapes
[. . .]. To confront the social and psychic relations of images and so extend the critique,
urban scholars can, however, draw on well-developed theories of visual representation,
including a sophisticated psychoanalytic feminist literature about vision and
subjectivity.35
Applying feminist analyses of vision and representation to public space provides a cogent
analysis of the ways in which identity is constructed and challenged in public space as well as
the ways in which individuals view themselves in relation to public space.

Deutsche

makes special mention of artists as some of the most incisive critics of images. Discussing
several different ways in which artists mount this critique, she mentions that some artists
problematize the relationship between image and reality “by calling attention to the socially
coded nature of visual representation [. . .] not to uncover an authentic significance or empirical
referent that lies beneath a false meaning but to problematize referentiality.”36 Deutsche also
mentions artists who challenge identities assigned to oppressed groups through stereotypes and
scapegoating, as well as artists who explore ways in which vision constructs personal identity.
Pointing to a common thread running through most of the work she discusses, Deutsche notes
that “most artists explicitly engaged in the politics of representation call attention to the
constructed character of their own images,” analyzing as part of their work the ways in which
they produce meaning “instead of perpetuating the belief that, as vanguard figures, they transmit
superior perceptions of preexisting aesthetic or political realities to others who cannot see
them.”37 Analyzing the ways in which they produce meaning while acknowledging the status of
this production as a representation, these artists challenge dominant structures of vision and
representation.
Valie Export, among the first female performance artists in Europe, interrogated the
image through her direct interventions in public space. In her work, Export calls attention to the
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ways in which women, particularly women’s bodies, are treated in that space. Born in Linz,
Austria in 1940, Export “used her body as a locus for investigation – as a medium, as a challenge
to erotic hypocrisy, as a way of perceiving and codifying information and countering the
abhorrent political realities of the past.”38 She viewed the body as her primary material, even
choosing a deliberately materialistic name for herself: Valie, abbreviated from her first name,
Waltraud; plus Export, a well-known Austrian brand of cigarettes. As Export herself
summarizes, “the artist as merchandize: VALIE EXPORT.”39
Beginning her art practice in Austria in the mid-1960s, Export came into direct contact
with the Viennese Actionists, and their work had a large influence on her own. Export’s work
reflects this Actionist influence in her use of the human body as primary material and in her
“proclivity toward breaking social, sexual, and cultural taboos.”40 Export did not simply follow
the Actionists, however; she instead created what she termed “Feminist Actionism,” adopting
Actionist use of the body and provocative themes to question the representation and treatment of
women. In this way she achieved a reversal of the Actionists’ violent sexuality and
objectification of women.41 Rather than using women as objects to be acted upon in her work, as
the Actionists did, Export explores the construction of woman as object, subverting and
problematizing structures accepted and left unquestioned by the Actionists. “What I did was a
kind of ‘feminist’ Aktionism, using the body but in a different way than they did. When I worked
with the body, I used it as a code or sign, in a semantic way [. . .].”42 With her video,
installation, and performance work, Export attempted “to transform the object of male natural
history, the material ‘woman,’ subjugated and enslaved by the male creator, into an independent
actor and creator, subject of her own history.”43
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Exploring different ways the body can communicate meaning, Export developed a
sophisticated critique of the sign function assigned to the female body. That the body,
particularly the female body, serves as ground zero for her work is not surprising considering the
overwhelming discourse surrounding women’s bodies throughout history. As film scholar
Roswitha Muller writes, discussing the body’s relevance in Export’s work, “[t]he special
appropriateness of body work for feminism must be seen in the equation of woman and body,
which is as old as patriarchal society itself.”44 This association of woman and body is echoed
throughout history in other equations: woman and earth, woman and private sphere, woman
leading man to lust, and so on. In each instance, the woman is contained within a body and tied
to the physical, while men are allowed to transcend to the level of the intellectual and spiritual,
not limited by or to their bodies. In much of her work, Export used her body to demonstrate that
“via her body, woman becomes an element of the social grammar of [the] masculine;” in other
words, women are assigned certain meanings by the male patriarchal order to further secure that
order’s strength.45 Defining her project as one of exposing the construction of woman as body
and as image, Export said, “in the representational system of the phallocratic culture women
exist only as bodies or as images (or not at all). One might almost say that culture has only
created images of women and the only instance where women recognize themselves are images.
But images made by whom?”46
Given this history of women’s bodies being used in a complex structure of social
hierarchy expressed through images – and not images created by women themselves – Export
responded with performances and videos which attempted to define and challenge the ways in
which women’s bodies have meaning assigned to them. Export told Mueller in an interview that
“[t]he body is the principle sign that allows the power of history and history as construction to be
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experienced and to become visible and therefore changeable.”47 Exposing history, particularly
the history of domination and repression of women, as a construction removes it from the realm
of “reality,” allowing for the type of interrogation – of how representations are formed and how
they shape our reality – which Deutsche sees lacking in Harvey and other metatheorists. In
mounting her challenge against the significations assigned to women’s bodies, Export exploited
the reciprocal nature of this signifying process: meaning is assigned to the body by society and
reflects the social order, but at the same time the body can broadcast its own meanings back to
society, subverting the same order.48
In one of her early body works, Body Sign Action Tattoo, Export uses both sides of this
equation (figure 3). In this piece Export had a garter tattooed on her upper left thigh. She
describes the action in the following way: “[t]he garter is used as a sign of past enslavement, as a
symbol of repressed sexuality. The garter as the sign of belonging to a class that demands
conditioned behavior becomes a reminiscence that keeps awake the problem of selfdetermination and/or determination by others of femininity.”49 In this piece Export literalizes the
inscription of meaning onto the body; in this case, the garter as a sign of female repression and of
the control exercised on the female body. By turning a repressive sign into an action, however,
Export subverts this meaning and reclaims the garter for her own purposes. The tattoo
encourages the artist to continue her inquiries and “”keeps awake” a concern for feminist issues
by reminding everyone who sees it that problems of self-determination versus determination by
others continue today. As Export says, “[t]he only way to escape from social or cultural
codification is to negate, change, or destroy it. If you negate it you have to live outside of
society or dissolve the body and the self, which is no answer. In my view one has to constantly
question and change codes and the institutionalization of codes.”50
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Figure 3 Valie Export Body Sign Action Tattoo, 197051

Expanded Cinema
Among Export’s most important and influential work is the series of performances and
videos known collectively as “expanded movies” which she made during the 1960s. Mueller
defines expanded movies as “actions or film shots [. . .] characterized by their investigation of
film as material and process.”52 The definition of “film” in these works is indeed expanded, used
to refer to a system of viewing and representation more than the specific medium itself. In
Export’s later expanded movies, in keeping with her overall artistic practice, the body alone
serves as film material. In these pieces, Export explores “the ideological effect of cinema” in a
wider social setting; namely, structures of looking and relations like actor/audience.53
The “structures of looking” under investigation in expanded cinema are closely tied to the
order of the sexes, since, according to cultural theorist Christina von Braun, “this act of looking
has declared women – or the idea of the ‘woman’ – to be the ‘other one’, to be the ‘object’.”54
Vision plays a key role in the construction of femininity, with the active/male subject directing
his gaze at the passive/female object. Movie theaters, as structured environments in which
looking is the chief activity, share the same “order of the act of looking” which structures gender
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relations in public space beyond the theater. Export’s examination of vision in film is thus an
examination of the gendered gaze “expanded” to describe the ways in which structures of
looking apply in public spaces. A closer analysis of one specific expanded film, Tapp- und
Tastkino (Tap and Touch Cinema, 1968, fig. 4), examined through British film theorist Laura
Mulvey’s analysis of vision in film, shows how structures of looking inside the theater apply to
the city as well.

Figure 4. Valie Export Tap and Touch Cinema (Tap and Touch Cinema), 196855

Street Theater
Export describes her Tap and Touch Cinema performance as follows:
I had strapped on a box enclosing my naked breasts, with holes that spectators could stick
their hands through. I said, “This box is the cinema hall. My body is the screen. But this
cinema hall is not for looking, it is for touching – it is tangible. I went out on the street
and announced, “This is the ‘Touch Cinema.’ The state doesn’t allow pornography, but
you can feel free to experience the ‘Touch Cinema’ – but only for 13 seconds.56
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Vision plays an important role in Export’s description above, and the way Export
manipulates vision creates an uncomfortable encounter for the viewers. In this and other
expanded cinema performances, Export conducted what von Braun calls an “irritation of the act
of looking,” bringing hidden structures of looking to light and pointing to the ways in which
“normal” visual interactions actually perpetuate gender inequalities.57 Mulvey’s landmark 1973
article “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” according to Deutsche “one of the first essays to
inaugurate the feminist discourse about vision,” explores these structures of looking, particularly
the voyeuristic versus the narcissistic gaze.58 Though Mulvey writes specifically about film,
Export’s expanded cinema pieces demonstrate that the same visual structures govern life offscreen as well as on-. Export and Mulvey, working around the same time – Export in 1968,
Mulvey in 1973 – conduct a similar deconstruction of vision, showing that it is neither neutral
nor innocent.
Vision, as opposed to seeing, involves pleasure in looking as opposed to a simple sensory
observation.59 We see a car pass us on the street so we know to avoid it, but we view a painting.
We also view a film, and as Mulvey explains, pleasure in looking at film takes two forms.
Drawing on psychoanalytic theory, she describes scopophilic looking, defined as “pleasure in
using another person as an object of sexual stimulation through sight,” and narcissistic looking,
which is “identification with the image seen.”60 Scopophilia requires the viewing subject to
distance himself from the object of his gaze in the same way that de Certeau had to climb to the
top of the World Trade Center to visually take in the whole of New York.61 One cannot attain
mastery over something while immersed in it; separation is the prerequisite for possession.
Narcissism, on the other hand, “demands identification of the ego with the object on the screen
through the spectator’s fascination with and recognition of his like.”62
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Both modes of looking, scopophilic and narcissistic, involve a gendered power dynamic.
Within a narrative, says Mulvey, viewers identify narcissistically with the male protagonist. He
cannot be the object of the scopophilic gaze, since becoming a sexualized object opposes
dominant heterosexual ideologies of male as active and powerful.63 Here the active/male –
passive/female dichotomy comes into play: within the film, the male protagonist as bearer of the
gaze has agency and creates action within the narrative.64 The viewer, exercising “the active
power of the erotic look,” identifies this look with the controlling agency of the protagonist, with
both the protagonist’s power and the viewer’s gaze “giving a satisfying sense of omnipotence.”65
Female characters, on the other hand, serve as receivers of the scopophilic gaze and so become
sexualized objects. “The determining male gaze projects its fantasy onto the female figure [. . .].
In their traditional exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with
their appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impact so they can be said to connote to-belooked-at-ness.”66
With the woman onscreen displayed as the erotic object of the male protagonist’s gaze,
and with audience members participating in this gaze via narcissistic identification, the audience
also views the female character as an object of sexual desire.67 As Mulvey states, however, this
process is not unique to the cinema; rather, it stems from the dominant social order. Mulvey
begins her essay by stating its purpose as “to discover where and how the fascination of film is
reinforced by pre-existing patters of fascination already at work within the individual subject and
the social formations that have moulded him.”68 Only by exposing structures of looking within
film, as well as “their relationship to formative external structures,” can we challenge and
overcome those structures.
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Touch, Don’t Look
Valie Export mounted exactly this challenge with her Tap and Touch Cinema, achieving
the “irritation of the act of looking” quoted earlier. In Tap and Touch Cinema, Export examined
scopophilic and narcissistic looking in public space on the streets of Munich and Vienna,
effectively demonstrating that the street is a giant theater in which the same visual relationships
occur. Export subverted these relationships, offering her body as the “screen” to be “viewed”
while denying audience members the scopophilic pleasure of viewing her naked breasts by
substituting touch for vision.
Positioning herself as feminine by assuming the role of an object on display, Export thus
constructed her audience as masculine, assigning them the position of voyeur. Audience
members approached Export to touch her in the same way that filmgoers direct the gaze at actors
onscreen. Though she occupied the feminine position, however, Export was not simply an object
for erotic consumption. Unlike an actress onscreen, she returned the audience members’ gaze,
and through this agency rejected the traditional association of passivity and the feminine. In an
interview with Andrea Juno, Export described the performance as “a very strong experience
because, while participating, everybody stared into my eyes and I stared into theirs – everybody
was afraid, really, during the encounter.”69 In the same interview she described the audience
reaction to one performance of the Tap and Touch Cinema in which a small riot broke out, with
audience members chanting “Export Out! Export Out!”70 Explaining their anger, Export said
the audience “hated this contradiction: that the object of desire is standing in front of them and
you can have it – but you have to do something for it. You’re not in an intimate sphere now,
you’re in a public sphere and that’s where you can have it. So I offered my body the way I
wanted to.”71 Boldly stating her control of the situation, Export offered what at first seemed like
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a traditional voyeur-object viewing relationship, yet denied viewers the anonymity of the
darkened theater and a passive feminine object to act upon. Controlling how and for how long
people could touch her, Export refused masculine viewers their traditional position of ownership.
Moving this expanded cinema piece from a darkened theater into the fully lighted street,
Export also refused her “viewers” any opportunity to gain the distance necessary for scopophilic
looking, “reversing the cinematic viewing situation” by moving the viewer from inside a dark
room, “anonymously engaged in spurious pleasure,” to public space where the viewers
themselves are on display.72 As Export warns, “when you do this, you will be seen and watched
by everyone.”73 Mulvey describes the cinema environment, with the dark theater “[isolating] the
spectators from one another” and the contrast between that darkness and the bright screen
augmenting “the illusion of voyeuristic separation,” as encouraging the audience to identify with
the male gaze and to view the woman as a passive sexualized object.74 Tap and Touch Cinema
shatters this illusion, forcing an actual interaction between Export as feminine object and her
audience members as masculine subjects. Any audience member touching Export instantly
became part of the performance, subject to the non-participating audience members’ gaze,
making the interconnectivity of the two parties concrete. As Deutsche explains, “[t]he question
of the role played by vision in producing and maintaining sexual difference emerged only when
images and viewers were defined in a mutually constitutive relation.” 75 Deutsche defines art’s
content as “the meanings produced in the viewing relationship.”76 This relationship is literalized
as audience members become performers, changing their roles as well as Export’s within the
performance. She is the object of their touch, yet she controls the performance by setting the
conditions under which she can be approached. Her performance is such that any audience
member interacting with her also becomes an object to be looked at; that is to say, feminine.
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Fluidity between audience and performer erodes the imaginary border between subject/viewer
and object/viewed, allowing for a new understanding of the audience-performer relationship as
mutually constructive.
Export also refused to allow the audience an anonymous and distanced viewing position
by asking them to literally touch her. Mulvey argues that “[a]lthough the film is really being
shown, is there to be seen, conditions of screening and narrative conventions give the spectator
an illusion of looking in on a private world.”77

By looking at those who would voyeuristically

look on her from afar, and by asking them to physically touch her, she asserted her actual
physical presence as a person rather than an image. She “contrasted the sense of vision which
makes the female body freeze into a ‘construct’ of the technical image with an access to the body
that was limited to the sense of touch.”78 She also destroys the illusion of voyeurism, “looking in
on a private world,” since the performance takes place in public and Export sees the voyeur,
returns his gaze, and then refuses him the ability to “look in.” Instead he must come in actual
contact with her body. The gesture of touch forces the audience member to confront Export’s
physical presence and her reality, and, like move from dark theater to light street, denies him any
illusion of separation. Here the lack of separation takes literal form, as Export and the viewer are
physically connected.
Substituting touch for vision also gives physical form to the gaze. In feminist theory, the
gaze entails violence and a physical impact easily overlooked in everyday interactions. Barbara
Kruger illustrates this idea in an untitled image depicting a classical marble bust of a female head
shown in profile. Underneath this image, the words “Your gaze hits the side of my face” are
written in Kruger’s signature font (fig. 5). Kruger’s use of the word “hits” gives viewers an idea
of the violence implicit in such a gaze; though invisible, its impact is no less real.
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Figure 5 Barbara Kruger, Untitled (Your Gaze Hits the Side of my Face), 198179

Curator Chrissie Iles notes the connection between “the dark, womblike cinema interior” and the
female body, calling Export’s performance an “ironic collapse” of the two.80 With the box
standing in for a theater and her breasts as the screen, Export substitutes the audience member’s
touch for vision in traditional film. This allows her to directly connect the physical contact
between the viewer’s hands and her breasts to the intangible yet, because of its invisibility, more
insidious contact between the viewer’s eyes and the female body on screen or on the street.
According to Robert Fleck, director of the Bundeskunsthalle in Bonn, “[t]oday, the artist tells,
the men who decided to go along with the game did not know what lay behind the curtain. Each
was evidently too ashamed of his publicly enacted voyeurism to share his experience with the
others.”81 Forced to connect the uncomfortable physical exploitation of Export’s body to the
consumption of images, especially of women, in the darkened privacy of the theater, viewers
grew embarrassed. Though assuming the feminine position and constructing her audience as
masculine, Export did not allow audience members to gaze upon her from afar. According to her
performance script, if they wanted to possess her body, which she positioned as the feminized
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object of desire, they had to do so directly, in the open, and in front of others – no invisible gaze
or darkened theater, no separation between subject and object would protect or hide them.82
While Export stated that she offered her body the way she wanted to, she also tells an
anecdote about two different versions of her performance in which she offered her body two
different ways. The difference in audience reactions between these two performances makes
clear the true discomfort felt when a woman controls her own body and her own image.83 In the
first performance, Export was assisted by fellow artist and collaborator Peter Weibel, whose
presence Iles describes as “pimplike.”84 In the second performance, according to performance
scholar Kristine Stiles, “EXPORT went with a ‘girlfriend…and we did the TTC in Cologne, on
the street; she had [on] the box, and I announced it.’”85 Stiles then quotes Export as saying that
“this performance was very interesting, because we were two women, and the people on the
street became very aggressive, and thought we were prostitutes.”86
In the first instance, Weibel served as mediator between Export and the audience,
announcing the rules of the performance and inviting audience members to participate. He, as a
male, occupied his appropriate role as driver of the action, despite his actual status as Export’s
assistant. In the second instance, however, Export took on this active role, presenting her female
associate who wore the box. She occupied the role of mover and provided access to the female
body, explaining the audience’s increased discomfort and the greater scandal. Looked at
objectively, the second instance was no more scandalous than the first. In fact, the situation most
akin to prostitution occurred when Weibel took on the role of a pimp advertising his female
associate. Labeling the women as prostitutes, then, served as a way to defend society as a
cohesive whole rather than a space maintained through exclusion and oppression, since it cast the
women as outside the social order.
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In her Tap and Touch Cinema performance, Export explores and subverts what Deutsche
calls “woman as image,” an approach which treats visual images as part of a complex of
representations producing femininity as a relational, rather than fixed, identity.”87 Deutsche
separates this idea of woman as image from “images of women,” an approach which “tried to
challenge dominant artistic portrayals of women by criticizing ‘negative’ images and substituting
‘positive’ ones.”88 While this is an important first step in demonstrating how art history excludes
women, the images of women approach presents its own problems. “It assumes, for one thing, a
consensus about what is negative and positive and, moreover, limits images to two categories:
stereotypical (negative) or realistic (positive);” furthermore, it assumes that an image has a fixed
meaning regardless of context.89 It also assumes, as film theorist Teresa de Lauretis explains,
that viewers come to an art object “at once historically innocent and purely receptive, as if they
too existed in the world immune from other social practices and discourses.”90 Thus, “[t]he
positive/negative critique,” argues Deutsche, “evades a crucial feminist issue: the status of
woman as an image when images are understood not as static containers of meaning but as
positions produced in hierarchical relations with viewing subjects.”91

Conclusion
Rather than presenting herself as a positive image of woman, Export forces her viewers
to question the consequences of looking at woman as image. In Tap and Touch Cinema, Export
challenges the idea of woman as image by creating a relationship between herself and viewing
subjects in which the subjects must be watched, must touch her directly, and cannot objectify her
from afar. Export demonstrates that conventions of film viewing are also conventions of
viewing in everyday life, and that these conventions are so deeply ingrained that when they are
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subverted – by a woman controlling the presentation of her own body, for example – the public
reacts with shame and anger. In her case, Export was accused of being a prostitute, thus turning
her into a negative image excluded from society. She was accused, in other words, of disrupting
the social order through prostitution, when in fact she was exposing the social order,
demonstrating the gender inequality perpetuated by objectifying woman as image. As Mulvey
states in her essay, “analysing pleasure, or beauty, destroys it.”92 With her “irritation of the act
of looking” in the Tap and Touch Cinema, Export destroyed the audience’s pleasure in looking at
a woman as image, demonstrating the violence and exploitation involved in the voyeuristic gaze.
Export’s art, focused on the gaze, the production of images, and hidden exclusions in
public space, is situated at the beginning of a trend placing identity production and politics at the
focus art in general and performance art in particular. The feminist theory which informs
Export’s work played a key role in this trend, openinng the door for further theories engaging
with different types of identity and suggesting strategies of resistance against the dominant social
order. Under the decentering umbrella of postmodernism, these theories challenged centers and
proposed alternate ways of looking at identity, at art, and at public space, none more so than
postcolonial theory.
The expansion of identity politics into the realm of race inspired and continues to inspire
performance artists such as James Luna, William Pope.L, Adrian Piper, Coco Fusco, and
Guillermo Gómez-Peña. Postcolonial theory took on special significance in the years
surrounding 1992, the quincentenary of Columbus’ “discovery” of the Americas – a year which
saw many “multicultural” art shows and exhibits celebrating a kind of “world-beat”
multiculturalism. In the cultural climate surrounding the joyous celebration of America’s
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melting-pot heritage, artists created work that challenged this rosy view of race relations and
asked white Western audiences to question their role in racial struggles.
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CHAPTER 3
Inside Looking Out, Outside Looking In: Two Undiscovered Amerindians
Visit…
The performance triggers a process of reflexivity that continues through days and sometimes weeks, creating
sediments in the consciousness of people. [. . .] Sometimes people think they are offended because they don’t want
to face certain realities or certain scary feelings they harbor, and it’s very easy to say “I’m offended” as opposed to
trying to understand what wound was opened.
- Guillermo Gómez-Peña1
I feel like I’m being put on [. . .] it’s kind of offensive, I guess, in that, you know, it’s kind of like a slap in the face
in a way.
Female audience member, Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit Minneapolis2

Introduction: In Nineteen-Hundred Ninety-Two…
The year 1992 marked the Quincentennial of Columbus’ “discovery” of the Americas,
and planned celebrations across the country and around the world met with mixed reviews.
Artist, curator, and cultural critic Coco Fusco remembers,
[…] for both Spain and the United States, the celebration was a disastrous economic
venture, and even an embarrassment. The Seville Expo went bankrupt; the U.S.
Quincentenary Commission was investigated for corruption; the replica caravels were
met with so many protestors that the tour was canceled; the Pope changed his plans and
didn’t hold mass in the Dominican Republic until after October 12 [. . .].3
In the art world, the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., mounted an (in)famous show
titled Circa 1492: Art in the Age of Exploration. The show was structured as “an exhibition that
for once goes horizontally through space rather than vertically through time” in an attempt to
“help sensitize our visitors to the significance of world culture at a particular moment, in its
multiform variety,” but reviewers’ opinions differed as to whether the show was successful or
not.4 Two representative samples illustrate the debate. The first, a review of the exhibition
catalogue by art historian and curator Carol Damian, first states that “[e]ach civilization is
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presented on its own terms, not from a European perspective,” then directly contradicts herself in
the very next paragraph:
As the journey expands to distant lands, the catalogue reveals exotic peoples and their
objects of ritual and pride. The European views of these mysterious populations can
be seen through illustrated maps, codices, histories, and bibles. An essay on “Early
European Images of America: The Ethnographic Approach” by Jean Michel Massing
in the third section offers a valuable summation of the variety of “pictures”
throughout the text. It is a provocative discussion that helps the reader reevaluate the
true identity of those newly discovered peoples and the significance of their “art.” 5
Her description of non-European peoples as “exotic,” “mysterious,” and “newly discovered”
presents them not just on European terms, but on fifteenth-century colonial European terms, and
suggests that the exhibit does privilege European culture, despite its claims to the contrary. Art
historian Sheila Ffolliott expresses as much in her exhibition review, criticizing then-Gallery
Director J. Carter Brown’s statement in the catalogue foreword that “art and artifact
communicate…without words, directly,” arguing that this statement “naively ignores the fact
that not just words but design – including the privileging of objects through placement and
lighting – is an important form of mediation between object and viewer.”6
Ffolliott demonstrates how the exhibition was carefully constructed around “a fictional
European explorer’s journey from his late medieval home to his intended goal in east Asia, with
glimpses of the Muslim world, but ending, ultimately, in a new world.”7 On this voyage,
viewers “first [acquire] a fifteenth-century Eurocentric mindset by viewing objects of
Mediterranean material culture arranged within spaces designed to recall Iberian architecture,
before confronting the Other.”8 This Eurocentrism is apparent even in the catalogue’s foreword,
where Brown writes, “Circa 1492 examines, first of all, the ethos of a Mediterranean world in
which, with a new vibrancy and energy, mankind was searching to understand its place in
relation to this earth, bringing to bear a new consciousness, a new humanism growing out of
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centuries of concentration on other-worldliness.”9 While claiming to contribute to “the dream of
a globe wholly knowledgeable of and sympathetic to its multi-form cultural components,” Circa
1492 actually perpetuated the Eurocentric mindset it sought to go beyond.10
Coco Fusco warns of this in her book English Is Broken Here: Notes on Cultural Fusion
in the Americas, where she states:
Cultural identity and values are politically and historically charged issues for peoples in
this country whose access to exercising political power and controlling their symbolic
representations has been limited within mainstream culture.
While some might look upon the current wave of multiculturalism as inherently
empowering and/or new, others look upon the present in relation to a long tradition of
“celebrating” (or rather, objectifying) difference as light but exotic entertainment for the
dominant culture.11
Her frustration was shared by many other artists labeled as “multicultural” in the hype
surrounding 1992; as performance artist James Luna told one interviewer, “Call me in ‘93.”12
These artists expressed cynicism towards the “new” popularity of multiculturalism. They began
to create work in opposition to the quincentenary celebrations, questioning how long the trend of
multiculturalism would last and what unintended consequences it might have. Artist and activist
Guillermo Gómez-Peña, wrote in a 1991 essay of “the need to redefine the 500th celebration of
the alleged ‘discovery of America,’ a blatant euphemism for the xenocide that made ‘America’
into the U.S., and Latin America into a subsidiary of Europe. To participate in the countercelebration is a priority to any artist or group who doesn’t feel responsible for the bloody
European and North American legacy in this continent.”13

Cage Match
Fusco and Gómez-Peña participated in this counter-celebration by creating a
complicated, multi-layered, and incisive response to what Fusco termed the “happy
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multiculturalism” surrounding 1992.14 Their performance, titled Two Undiscovered Amerindians
Visit… (fig. 6), asked audiences to question the meaning of the word “discovery” and to take a
closer look at subtle ways in which colonialist mentalities continue to thrive in modern society.
While multicultural exhibitions like Circa 1492 presented Otherness as fixed, their very fixity
opens them to critique. Fusco calls these celebrations “potentially double-edged swords,” since
the stereotypes created in depicting Otherness present an opportunity for subversion:
demonstrating that they are decidedly unfixed, Fusco and Gómez-Peña assumed the role of Other
to undermine stereotypical and essentializing portrayals of colonized peoples.15
Fusco, born in Cuba and raised in New York; and Gómez-Peña, born and raised in
Mexico and undergoing “the advanced stages of Chicanoization” while living in California,
“were intrigued by [the] legacy of performing the identity of an Other for a white audience,
sensing its implications for us as performance artists dealing with cultural identity in the
present”.16,17 This interest in performing identity makes sense considering the “multicultural
celebrations” like Circa 1492 which, to borrow Damian’s phrase, “reveal” the “exotic peoples”
and their culture for the viewing pleasure of white Western audiences.
In each performance, the artists lived in a cage for three days at a time in mostly non-art
venues around the world including Madrid’s Columbus Plaza, Covent Garden in London, the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History, the
Australian Museum of Natural History in Sydney, the Field Museum in Chicago, and at the
Whitney Biennial in New York.18 Fusco describes the performance as follows:
Our plan was to live in a golden cage for three days, presenting ourselves as undiscovered
Amerindians from an island in the Gulf of Mexico that had somehow been overlooked by
Europeans for five centuries. We called our homeland Guatinau, and ourselves
Guatinauis. We performed our “traditional tasks,” which ranged from sewing voodoo
dolls and lifting weights to watching television and working on a laptop computer. A
donation box in front of the cage indicated that, for a small fee, I would dance (to rap
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music), Guillermo would tell authentic Amerindian stories (in a nonsensical language),
and we would pose for Polaroids with visitors. Two “zoo guards” would be on hand to
speak to visitors (since we could not understand them), take us to the bathroom on
leashes, and feed us sandwiches and fruit. [. . .] A chronology with highlights from the
history of exhibiting non-Western peoples was on one didactic panel and a simulated
Encyclopedia Britannica entry with a fake map of the Gulf of Mexico showing our island
was on another.19

Figure 6 Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit Madrid, 199220

The artists chose their locations carefully, as each had some tie to colonial history. Madrid’s
Columbus Plaza, of course, was chosen as an ironic tribute to the “discoverer” of the Americas;
Australia has a long history of colonial domination over the Aborigines; and Chicago hosted the
Columbian Exhibition in 1893 which featured African and Asian people on display outside the
famed “White City.”21
In each location, the artists positioned themselves as a reminder of that place’s underlying
history of colonialism, an uncomfortable reminder of a past most audience members would
rather forget. Rather than allowing them to forget, however, Fusco and Gómez-Peña
demonstrated the extent to which colonial attitudes continued into the present. Public space
provided an ideal setting, both because of the symbolic power associated with each place and
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because, like Export, the artists wanted to explore how everyday interactions were shaped by
hidden structures of dominance. Madrid and London were the only locations in which the artists
were in traditional public spaces; however, even in the natural history museums, when the cage
moved indoors, the artists created a public space, posing questions about social interactions and
forcing their audiences to consider hidden histories of oppression. As Rosalyn Deutsche
explains, “the interpretation of public art as art operating in or as a public sphere [. . .] means that
an art public, by contrast with an art audience, is not a preexisting entity but rather emerges
through, is produced by, its participation in political activity.”22 In this sense, according to
Deutsche, “the public sphere is less a physical space than a social form.”23
Part of Fusco and Gómez-Peña’s success in creating this challenging social form came
from their decision not to advertise ahead of time or to let audiences know they were
performance artists. Fusco says of their decision,
[. . .] we chose not to announce the event through prior publicity or any other means,
when it was possible to exert such control; we intended to create a surprise or “uncanny”
encounter, one in which audiences had to undergo their own process of reflection as to
what they were seeing, aided only by written information and parodically didactic zoo
guards. In such encounters with the unexpected, people’s defense mechanisms are less
likely to operate with their normal efficiency; caught off guard, their beliefs are more
likely to rise to the surface.24
An encounter with two “undiscovered natives” in a golden cage, hoped Fusco and Gómez-Peña,
without context or warning, would bring audience members’ true feelings towards the Other to
the surface.

(Un)Heimlich Maneuvers
Fusco’s use of the term “uncanny” calls to mind the work of Homi Bhabha, who writes
about uncanniness as a central aspect of the colonial experience. In his work, Bhabha attempts to
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show the ways in which colonialism, rather than being a historical phenomenon long since
overcome, intrudes on the present day.25 He describes this intrusion as an uncanny experience,
following Freud’s definition of the unheimlich: “the name for everything that ought to have
remained…secret and hidden but has come to light,” or, as Hannah Arendt says, “the distinction
between things that should be hidden and things that should be shown.”26 Viewed this way, Two
Undiscovered Amerindians Visit…bridges the gap between the European-American colonial past
and “multicultural” present, uncomfortably inserting “memories” from that past into the present
and so interrupting the forward-moving narrative of history. The performance ultimately
suggests that what seems to be the distant past is not so distant after all.
In the case of the artists’ decision not to announce themselves as such, we see that this
element of surprise created an uncanny experience for the audience because, as Fusco said,
audience members had to figure out for themselves what exactly they were seeing. Though at
first the sight of two caged humans seemed completely unfamiliar, Fusco notes that “[a]fter the
initial surprise of encountering caged beings, audiences invariably revealed their familiarity with
the scenario to which we alluded.”27 She continues, “[o]ur experiences in the cage suggested
that even though the idea that America is a colonial system is met with resistance – since it
contradicts the dominant ideology’s presentation of our system as a democracy – the audience
reactions indicated that colonialist roles have been internalized quite effectively.”28 This
familiarity demonstrates another uncanny element of the performance: though human exhibition
is no longer the widespread practice it once was, as performance theorist Diana Taylor points
out,
Since their inception in the 19th century, museums have literalized the theatricality of
colonialism – taking the cultural other out of context and isolating it, reducing the live
performance of cultural practice into a dead object behind glass. Museums enact the
knower/known relationship, preserve (a particular) history, (certain) traditions, and
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(dominant) values. The monumentality of most museums emphasizes the discrepancy in
power between the society which can contain all others, and those represented only by
remains [. . .].29
Audience members, then, were accustomed to viewing Otherness at a safe distance through the
museum. Fusco and Gómez-Peña used signifiers of institutional authority – didactic panels and
docents – to connect their performance with present-day museological practice and,
simultaneously, with the past history of ethnographic display. This link causes the uncanny
recognition of the modern museum, seen as the impartial custodian of “our” cultural heritage, in
the unfamiliar setting of the cage performance; seen another way, it causes the uncanny specter
of colonialism, which the West sees as a practice long past, to rear its head in the museum.

Multi-national
Fusco and Gómez-Peña’s performance proved equally uncanny in its dismantling of
national myths. Positioning caged natives in public space, audiences were unable to deny the
connection between this performance and their countries’ colonial pasts. Generally the fact of
colonialism is easy to forget, as Bhabha illustrates with a passage from Salman Rushdie’s The
Satanic Verses:
The Western metropole must confront its postcolonial history, told by its influx of
postwar migrants and refugees, as an indigenous or native narrative internal to its
national identity; and the reason for this is made clear in the stammering, drunken words
of Mr ‘Whisky’ Sisodia from The Satanic Verses: ‘the trouble with the Engenglish is that
their hiss hiss history happened overseas, so they dodo don’t know what it means.’30
In a similar example of internal narratives cast outside the national identity, Bhabha describes
the land-rights and reparation claims of First Nations Peoples and African Americans,
respectively, as claims which “[question] the very sovereignty of national relations and
territories.”31 Because the land claims of Native American tribes, for example, undermine the
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foundation myth of the United States as a country established on a principle of freedom and
rights for all, striking, as Bhabha says, “at this foundational level,” they must be brought under
control, and so are labeled as “against the American grain.”32
Demonstrating that these foundational questions are not against the grain but rather
deeply ingrained in Western culture and collective psyche, Fusco and Gómez-Peña uncovered
the history of colonialism which exists alongside the more heroic history of discovery and
exploration in public space. In Britain and Spain, the artists brought the “overseas” history of
colonialism directly into the nation’s public spaces, while in the United States and Australia, they
placed colonized peoples, long pushed to the margins, into museums at the center of these
nations’ cultural lives. Fusco and Gómez-Peña collapsed space and time to show the
interconnectedness of colonizer and colonized as well as the continued presence of colonial
attitudes in modern society. Physically present in public space, they challenged the notion of
Western society as egalitarian, especially in a time of celebratory multiculturalism.
We can consider Fusco and Gómez-Peña’s collapse of space and time in terms of what
Bhabha calls “the nation as narration.”33 While he acknowledges the specific histories and
different political meanings of nations, Bhabha is more interested in the process of constructing
national narratives.34 This process operates in two ways, which Bhabha terms “the
performative” and “the pedagogical.” As in all of Bhabha’s work, these two terms do not exist
in isolation; rather, they coexist in tension with each other. National narratives operate
simultaneously on the pedagogical level of “a succession of historical moments that represents
an eternity produced by self-generation;” and on the performative level, which “must erase any
prior or originary presence of the nation-people to demonstrate the prodigious, living principles
of the people as contemporaneity: as that sign of the present through which national life is
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redeemed and iterated as a reproductive process.”35,36 The pedagogical, in other words, focuses
on a factual and linear national history, while the performative foregoes that “official history,”
operating on the level of lived experience. Somewhere between these two modes of narration,
“[t]he scraps, patches and rags of daily life must be repeatedly turned into the signs of a coherent
national culture.”37
Bhabha outlines these two simultaneous forms of narrative, performative and
pedagogical, to demonstrate the “conceptual ambivalence of modern society”: modern society
attempts through the pedagogical to put forth a unified national narrative, which is constantly
undermined by the more fluid and multicentric performative.38 In this performative mode,
minority discourse has the opportunity to emerge. Bhabha describes the intervention of minority
discourse in national culture in terms of the “supplementary question,” a term from Britain’s
Parliament which refers to “a question that is supplementary to what is stated on the ‘order
paper’ for the minister’s response.”39 The supplementary question, “after” or “in addition to” the
original paper, can retroactively change or undermine that paper’s meaning; as Bhabha says,
“[t]he supplementary strategy suggests that ‘adding to’ need not ‘add up’ but may disturb the
calculation.”40 Minority discourse acts similarly: “[i]nsinuating itself into the terms of reference
of the dominant discourse, the supplementary antagonizes the implicit power to generalize, to
produce the sociological solidity.”41 The minority engages the dominant discourse on its own
terms, disrupting any illusion of a whole or unified society by adding its difference into that
society. Fusco and Gómez-Peña’s project of reinserting suppressed colonial history into public
space, described above, works in exactly this way: positioning themselves in significant
“national” spaces, they insert their Otherness as part of this space rather than as something
outside the social order. This addition of Otherness, from the performative realm of “the people
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as contemporaneity” – subjects with agency rather than historical objects fixed through
nationalist pedagogy – disturbs the nationalist view of a space with one linear history. Through
this disruption, the artists put forth a revised view of the nation as a more fluid space comprised
of multiple peoples and histories.

Subverting the Stereotype
While the artists proposed a more inclusive nation-space, audience reactions
demonstrated just how dominant the rigid boundaries between Self and Other are. We have
already seen how the artists’ decision not to advertise or contextualize their performance created
an uncanny viewing experience, but it also brought unintended consequences: more than half of
visitors thought the Guatinauis were “real” natives.42 Fusco attributes this anxiety over
“realness” to “a need for reassurance that a ‘true primitive’ did exist, whether we fit the bill or
not, and that she or he visually identifiable [sic]. Anthropologist Roger Bartra sees this desire as
being part of a characteristically European dependence on an ‘uncivilized other’ in order to
define the Western self.”43 This need to define the Western self against something sits at the
heart of colonialism, explaining both its strategies of dominance over the Other and its
accompanying anxieties. A closer look at these strategies at work within colonialism and in
relation to the cage performance demonstrates the degree to which colonial attitudes persist in
the present day and explains audience reactions.
Central to Bhabha’s work is the idea that identity is not fixed; rather, it is continually
constructed in relation to others, and as a result, is always hybrid. Colonialism, however,
involving the subjection of one group of people to another, requires fixed identities and a strict
opposition between superior/colonizer and inferior/colonized. Colonial discourse, says Bhabha,
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depends on fixing identities in place so that cultural and racial differences preserve a strict
distinction between the colonizing Self and the colonized Other.44 Looking back to Deutsche’s
argument in chapter two, her point that distance is necessary for mastery over an Other operates
on the same principle: “establishing a binary opposition between subject and object, it [the
voyeuristic gaze] makes the subject transcendent and the object inert, thus underpinning an entire
regime of knowledge as mastery.”45
Of course, as both Bhabha and Deutsche make clear, this is a false binary opposition,
since identity is never fixed. Therefore the stereotype, what Bhabha calls colonialism’s “major
discursive strategy,” is built on a paradox: it is “a form of knowledge that vacillates between
always ‘in place,’ already known, and something that must be anxiously repeated…as if the
essential duplicity of the Asiatic or the bestial sexual license of the African that needs no proof,
can never really, in discourse, be proved.”46 Stereotypes, in other words, have a contradiction at
their core: while at face value their truth is accepted a priori as “already known,” they must be
repeated over and over because they can never be empirically proved. While the colonizer
invents stereotypes to fix the colonized subject’s identity, allowing him to attain dominance, he
actually ends up pointing out the central flaw in his logic: identity is never and can never be
fixed, and is always constructed in a relationship between colonizer and colonized.
The impossibility of proving a stereotype demonstrates the instability of the colonizer’s
position and explains the audience’s need for “reassurance” of a fixed and stable Other during
the cage performance. The need for reassurance and stability leads the colonizer to anxiously
repeat the stereotype, a repetition which Bhabha explains by linking the stereotype to Freud’s
notion of the fetish: “[f]or fetishism is always a ‘play’ or vacillation between the archaic
affirmation of wholeness/similarity – in Freud’s terms: ‘All men have penises’; in ours: ‘All men
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have the same skin/race/culture’ – and the anxiety associated with lack and difference – again,
for Freud ‘Some do not have penises’; for us ‘Some do not have the same skin/race/culture.’”47
The fetish, then, operates between metaphor, “masking absence and difference;” that is, the
colonized is the same as the colonizer; and metonymy, which points to that absence by
substituting a part for the whole; in this case the colonized is always only partly like the
colonizer, meaning there is another part beyond the colonizer’s control.48 This instability means
that the stereotype, designed to guarantee mastery for the colonizer, brings with it a great deal of
anxiety; as Bhabha says, “it is a form of multiple and contradictory belief in its recognition of
difference and disavowal of it.”49
Fusco discusses the impact of stereotyping on artists of color, beginning with the fashion
among early modern artists for all things exotic and seen today among “Neoprimitive body
piercers, ‘nomad’ thinkers, Anglo comadres, and New Age earth worshippers.”50 She describes
“the ‘affinity’ [for primitive culture] championed by the early moderns and postmodern cultural
transvestites alike” as “mediated by an imagined stereotype.”51 The stereotype is necessary in
this case, since a meeting with an actual individual might demonstrate that the “Other” is not so
different from the Self, placing the Self in a precarious position.52 Demonstrating that audience
members often expect any artist of color to be completely fixed by his race, preserving their
position of superiority, Fusco recalls disappointment at one of Gómez-Peña’s earlier
performances because he was not a “real” shaman and spoke a made-up language rather than
Nahuatl.53
While Fusco and Gómez-Peña included a literal boundary between audience/self and
artist/other in their performance with the cage, they destroyed the stereotype of the primitive
“Other” through their costumes, props, and actions, which were decidedly inauthentic. Fusco
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wore a grass skirt, Hawaiian lei, leopard-print bikini top, and Converse sneakers; Gómez-Peña
sported cowboy boots, a leopard-print mask, and studded biker gloves; and both artists wore
sunglasses. The “traditional tasks” which they performed involved, among other things,
weightlifting, watching television, and working on a laptop computer, while Fusco performed a
“traditional” dance to rap music.54 With these props from contemporary culture, Fusco and
Gómez-Peña asserted their status as part of that culture rather than belonging to an essential
primitive past. They demonstrated that though their nonwhite status marks them as Other, they
do not conform to white expectations of essentialized, primitive natives.
This play between stereotype and actual presence ran throughout the cage performance,
offering audiences the exotic experience they expect and then twisting it into something more
problematic. The artists dressed as natives, but on closer inspection they wore blatantly modern
costumes. They performed traditional tasks, which turned out to be the modern activities of
working on a laptop, watching television, and dancing to rap. Their cage marked them as Other,
separate from the national space, yet they represented a history deeply rooted in that space.
Audience members expected to gaze voyeuristically at an undiscovered native, but found that the
native returned their gaze. The piece masqueraded as an ethnographic display, but turned into a
reverse ethnography as the artists studied their audience’s reactions from inside the cage.
Fusco and Gómez-Peña encouraged this tension between expectation and subversion,
placing themselves in the position of Other and subjecting themselves to the objectifying gaze of
the audience. In this way their performance functions like Export’s, presenting a familiar
situation which brings with it unpleasant consequences. “The cage,” says Fusco, “became a
blank screen onto which audiences projected their fantasies of who and what we are. As we
assumed the stereotypical role of the domesticated savage, many audience members felt entitled
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to assume the role of the colonizer, only to find themselves uncomfortable with the implications
of the game.”55 Fusco’s statement that she and Gómez-Peña “assumed the stereotypical role of
the domesticated savage” merits closer examination. “Stereotypical” in this context means more
than simple role-playing, dressing up as “savages”; rather, it brings with it all the instabilities and
anxieties which Bhabha attaches to the stereotype. Fusco and Gómez-Peña occupy stereotypical
roles in all their incompleteness, preventing audience members from constructing an identity of
illusory completeness in relation to them. As Taylor points out, “[t]here was no more interiority
to their performance of the stereotype than in the stereotype itself.”56

Figure 7 A “zoo guard” feeds Fusco a banana as Gómez-Peña looks on.57

Fixing Identity
Faced with this destabilizing performance, audiences attempted to regain control of the
situation. Looking at their reactions, several patterns emerge. In her essay “The Other History
of Intercultural Performance,” Fusco gives a detailed description of these audience reactions
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categorized according to race, gender, class, and location. This essay functions as a “reverse
ethnography” and thus as part of the performance, turning the ethnographic gaze back on the
audience and providing insight into the ways in which audience members from these different
demographics dealt with the consequences of gazing on the colonized Other.
Fusco describes the reactions of “[a]rtists and cultural bureaucrats, the self-proclaimed
elite,” as “[exhibiting] skeptical reactions that were often the most anxiety-ridden.”58 These
audience members, who did understand the piece as a performance, and who often knew of
Fusco and Gómez-Peña as established performance artists – in short, people who should have
understood the “rules of the game” – made a point of deflating the illusion of reality, either by
explaining the performance to other audience members or by complaining that the work was
disingenuous. Fusco recalls that “[t]hey sometimes expressed a desire to rupture the fiction
publicly by naming us, or arrived armed with skepticism as they searched for the ‘believers,’ or
parodied believers in order to join the performance.”59 Attempting to parody those who
“believed” was, for those audience members, a means of distancing themselves from implication
in this colonial scenario. If they “understood” the work as “fiction,” they could not be made
foolish at their colonial ignorance. Presumably, these audience members felt they were on the
side of the artists, as their attempts to join the performance showed, among those who “got it.”
Their anxiety, however, tells another story, and their need to anxiously repeat that the
work is a fiction becomes another type of fetish, protecting them from the true instability of their
identity. Fusco explains the anxiety and controversy over whether or not she and Gómez-Peña
“deceived” their audience as resulting from “the liberal belief that we can eliminate racism
through didactic correctives,” a belief which “also encourages resistance to the idea that
conscious methods may not necessarily transform unconscious structures of belief.”60 Fusco
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attributes the “[shift] in focus of our work from audience reaction to our ethics” to this
resistance: labeling the artists as immoral intruders coded them as outside of and harmful to the
social order, and this “casting out” preserved the belief that racism can be ended through
conscious methods.61 More importantly, it evaded the disturbing suggestion that colonial
structures of racism are deeply and subconsciously ingrained in society, even among the most
enlightened “cultural elites.”
Here the truly subversive nature of the performance becomes clear, as well as what is at
stake: the social order is on the verge of being exposed as an elaborate construction of
wholeness. Two Undiscovered Amerindians…generated the same reaction as Export’s
performance, in which the public found a woman presenting another woman’s body too
subversive and detrimental to the dominant social order. To maintain the illusion of the social
order as whole, the women were labeled prostitutes, seen as outside and separate from – and
harmful to – that order. In Fusco and Gómez-Peña’s case, they were criticized for “the
‘immoral’ act of duping [the] audience,” shifting the focus of their work away from its
demonstration of colonialism’s continued presence today.62 Focusing on their supposed
immorality or dishonesty effectively dismissed their work as outside the social order, preventing
any sort of discussion about the work’s deeper implications to take place. Describing the
difference between the artists’ deception and that of the museum, Fusco points out that “we were
not the only ones who were lying; our lies simply told a different story. For making this
manifest, we were perceived as either noble savages or evil tricksters, dissimulators who
discredit museums and betray public trust.”63
Fusco describes a very different type of reaction from minorities, those for whom the
experience of Otherness is a daily struggle. She recalls that “[p]eople of color who believed, at
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least initially, that the performance was real at times expressed discomfort because of their
identification with our situation.”64 While white Euro-American audiences experienced this
piece from a location firmly outside the cage, assuming a colonial position in relation to the
artists who positioned themselves as colonized, many audience members of color took a much
different stance. Their identification with the artists in the cage further demonstrated the colonial
structures still at work in contemporary society, as we see in Fusco’s statement below:
One Pueblo elder from Arizona who saw us in the Smithsonian went so far as to say that
our display was more “real” than any other statement about the condition of Native
peoples in the museum. [. . .] Two Mexicans who came to see us in England left a letter
saying that they felt that they were living in a cage every day they spent in Europe. A
Salvadoran man in Washington [. . .] [pointed] to the rubber heart suspended from the top
of the cage, saying, “That heart is my heart.”65
In this way the work functioned as a true reverse ethnography, studying the audience so
that those inside the cage, both literally and figuratively, became the Selves, identifying with
each other and forming a sort of community. Fusco describes this impromptu community, noting
that “[m]any other Latin Americans and Native Americans immediately recognized the
significance of the piece, expressing solidarity with us, analyzing articles in the cage for other
audience members, and showing their approval to us by holding our hands as they posed for
photographs.”66
Audience members outside the cage, on the other hand, who supposedly occupied the
colonizing position, became the Others, faced with what Taylor calls a “testlike” quality in that
“[n]o matter what, we fail.”67 Any way audiences in the colonial position chose to interact with
the piece led to uncomfortably colonialist behavior: paying for Fusco to dance or for GómezPeña to tell a story forced the Other to perform, explaining the piece put the viewer in the role of
colonizer, speaking for the voiceless colonized; even standing by and doing nothing, the viewer
assumes the role of the colonizing gaze. Placed in a position of powerlessness, disturbed by their
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lack of mastery, audiences were left feeling trapped and often angry. In this way, Fusco and
Gómez-Peña simultaneously reveal the degree to which white Euro-American audiences have
internalized the colonizing role and reinforce the instability of that position.

Conclusion
This complex identity reversal brings us back to Bhabha, who insists in all of his work on
the hybrid nature of identity and the interconnectedness of each identity with its Others. Fusco
and Gómez-Peña demonstrate this complexity through their cage performance, constructing
audiences in relation to themselves in a constant back-and-forth between the familiar and the
unsettling. They, like Bhabha, make visible the hidden history of colonialism which underlies
Western society, demonstrating how central these colonial attitudes are to cross-racial
interactions. Viewing their work in terms of Bhabha’s analysis of colonialism, we see many of
the structures Bhabha describes, including stereotype, the uncanny, and the ever-present struggle
of the colonizer to secure his identity – as well as the anxiety which accompanies these structures
– at play, both in the way they orchestrated the performance and in the audience’s varied
reactions.
While Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit…had special resonance in 1992,
problematizing the celebratory “melting pot” of multiculturalism, the issues it raised did not fade
away with the celebrations and counter-celebrations of the quincentennial year. These issues of
identity and inequality, often invisible, are among the most pervasive and most insidious
problems in society. In the conclusion of “The Other History of Intercultural Performance,”
Fusco recalls an incident from college in which an aging ethnographic filmmaker attempted to
“play native” with her, telling her to gather nuts and berries and exclaiming that he wished he
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could film her naked. Reflecting on this experience in relation to her time in the cage, Fusco
writes, “The memory of that ethnographic filmmaker’s gaze haunted me for years, to the point
that I began to wonder if I had become paranoid. But I, having watched behavior only slightly
more discreet than his from behind the bars of our cage, can reassure myself that I am not.
Those are the moments when I am glad that there are real bars. Those are also the times when,
even though I know I can get out of the cage, I can never quite escape.”68
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CONCLUSION
Post “Post-Identity”?
Each performance piece discussed in this paper addresses an issue in society made
manifest through public space. The Situationist International saw the spectacle invading every
aspect of life, turning the public into a herd of passive consumers. For Valie Export, public
space was an arena in which the masculine gaze objectified female bodies. Coco Fusco and
Guillermo Gómez-Peña wanted to unearth the suppressed history of colonialism, banished from
the public consciousness yet still actively shaping social interactions. Performance art provided
these artists an ideal means through which to expose and then subvert hidden structures within
public space.
Because these works address issues of identity, and because identity evolves through a
complex series of relations between individuals and groups, audience plays a key role in each
performance. The audience does not simply witness or view a performance; rather, it becomes
an integral part of the work. While live performance involves a high degree of uncertainty,
public space contains an implicit set of rules dictating how people interact with and position
themselves in relation to each other. In choosing to perform in public space, artists take these
codes into consideration; often, social codes are the consideration, as is the case with the artists
in this paper. Each artist or group of artists identified a problem or an inequality within society
and developed a strategy for resistance.
Audience members, occupying public space with the artists and subject to social
structures which shape the space, can be used to expose those structures. In Tap and Touch
Cinema and Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit…, the artists positioned themselves as objects
for the audience’s gaze, demonstrating how women and people of color are viewed, literally and
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figuratively, and how they are often pushed to the margins. At the same time, in both
performances, the artists challenged that binary subject/object relation, refusing their audience
members complete subjecthood while demonstrating the unstable nature of the audience
members’ identities.
For the Situationists, the idea of an audience was untenable, as their work fought against
a spectacular consumerist society which turned members of the public into passive observers. In
a complicated dialectic relationship typical of their work, their performance was radically antiperformative. In their minds, the Situationists were the only ones not performing, as everyone
else was subject to the representation of life and experience generated under the society of the
spectacle. They saw their performative activities as new modes of living outside the spectacle’s
control.
In demonstrating the different role assigned to the audience in each performance, this
paper has attempted to take a first step towards a theory of “audience as material.” Each artist
conceptualizes public space, and the public within that space, differently, creating his or her
performance accordingly. These differences and the strategic ways in which the artists interact
with their audience members demonstrate the ineffectiveness of “the audience” as a blanket term.
This ineffectiveness points to the need for a new vocabulary to discuss the audience, and for
more nuanced methods of examining their role in performance art. In this paper I have
attempted one such method, applying theories of public space to better understand social
structures at work within the performance space.
In closing, I would like to suggest one implication of public performance art which
proves its necessity within society. I have been troubled over the last few months at the number
of times the term “post-racial” has been used, most often in a question: is America, in 2009, a
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post-racial society now that we have a black president? This question evades the deeper
problems surrounding race in the United States and around the world. Racism, like any form of
bias, rarely comes in the form of a flaming cross or a hate letter. Similarly, one election, no
matter how historic, cannot erase our long and painful history of racial inequality. Racism,
sexism, homophobia – these problems take place on an individual level, sometimes through
something as small as a look on the street. These small actions, however, add up to an
oppressive whole. Yet we persist in looking to the grand gestures – hate crimes tell us how racist
we are, while our black president means race is no longer an issue. Performances like the three I
have discussed here are successful, and vitally necessary, because they work on the smaller level,
exposing hidden violences enacted daily. In doing so, these performances undermine larger and
deeply embedded structures which will persist as long as we ignore them, no matter how many
black presidents we elect.
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